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ABSTRACT 

Purpose - The purpose of this study is to present a general view on the real estate situation for 

diplomatic missions in Stockholm, Sweden, and thus identifying factors affecting the lease versus 

buy decision of their office space and residential facilities, examining the significance of these 

factors on their decisions.  

Design/methodology/approach - This paper takes an empirical approach, with questionnaire 

presented to the 105 embassies in Stockholm. The results were presented coupled with the 

experience of working in an embassy, bearing on the analysis of this paper.  

Findings - The results shows that other factors outweigh the financial factor, which has been the 

bedrock in the decision process to lease or buy real estate for diplomatic mission. The non-

financial factor, mainly functionality in the aspects of security, size of the real estate facility and 

location were more significant in the decision process for DMs. The demand and supply 

dynamics in the local markets has been demonstrated as also being significant in the LVB 

decision for DMs, but not as strong as the functionality factor. On the other hand, factors such as 

bi-lateral relations / institutional factor and cultural factors that affect local market practices were 

rather insignificant in the decision process. 

 Research limitations/implications - Even though all the 105 diplomatic missions were 

presented with the questionnaire, the outcome of the empirical survey is however limited to a few 

embassies and due to the small number of embassies involved in this study, there could be 

limitations on the statistical generalizability of results due to the small number of embassies 

involved in the study. Hence the outcome might not necessarily represent the general opinion of 

the diplomatic community here in Stockholm Sweden. 

Practical implications - Given the factors as mentioned in the above, and the financial 

disposition of the sending state, most foreign DMs would prefer to own the chancery and/or 

official residence for their operations in Stockholm, Sweden. However, from the results, only 

23% actually own both the chancery and official residence, and 46% lease and own either one of 

the properties for their operation. A careful analysis based on a wider scope is thus necessary for 

generalization of the results. 

Originality/value - The paper provides insight on the real estate situation for diplomatic missions 

in Stockholm, Sweden. 

Keywords: Embassy, Diplomatic Missions (DMs), Sending State, Host Country Chancery, 

Official Residence (OR), Real Estate, Lease versus Buy (LVB), Stockholm - Sweden. 

Paper type: Research paper – Master’s thesis 
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CHAPTER 1:  INTRODUCTION 

 

1.0 Background 

The ever increasing importance of transnational cooperation and interaction between 

countries has made it necessary to set up diplomatic missions in allied countries. These 

diplomatic missions function by liaising between the two countries, with the aim of 

serving their individual interest; be it political, cultural and / or economical.  At present, 

Stockholm, the capital city of Sweden hosts at least 105 embassies, with several other 

countries also having ambassadors accredited to Sweden. (http://www.government.se) 

There is therefore the need to provide these diplomatic missions with real estate facilities 

for their operations, thus a consumer of real facilities, mainly residential and office space, 

hence the need and decision for them to lease or buy real estate. 

 

Similar to other tangible assets, the lease versus buy decision for real estate typically 

begins with a comparison of the cash flows for buying and leasing discounted by the 

firm’s appropriate cost of capital. Barkham et al (2011). This is however not the only 

factor taken into consideration when deciding to lease or buy. A number of studies have 

provided various arguments for real estate lease versus buy decision, in which case other 

strategic determinants of the lease versus buy decisions, apart from financial also play a 

paramount role in the choice of real estate. Benjamin et al (1998); Lind et al (2010); 

Grabowski et al (2013) 

 

In their research paper on leasing versus owning of real properties in the Swedish public 

sector, Lind et al (2010) showed that most public sector are moving away from owning to 

leasing facilities, providing “rational” reasons for this decision. Since diplomatic 

institutions belong to the public sector of their sending state, will these “rational” reasons 

apply in their choice of real estate? And could this phenomenon cut across other countries 

or just limited to the Swedish public sector? Has the economic downturn, which has led 

to the downsizing of most institutions, impacted on the decision of the type of real estate 

used by these institutions, for that matter, diplomatic missions? Again, has the prevalence 

of world events in terms of security on terror influence the type of real estate used by 
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diplomatic missions, for that matter in Sweden? These are but a few questions that most 

government and or stakeholders of the real estate market may pose in assessing what type 

of real estate to acquire for their operations. 

 

This paper thus presents a general outline of real estate situation for diplomatic mission in 

Stockholm - looks at the required characteristics of residential and office space for 

diplomatic missions. The paper investigates the determinants of their choice to lease or 

buy these facilities for their operations. It also examines the trend over the years as to 

whether there has been a shift from the type of property over the years and what factors 

has warranted the change. The local market situation that is the role of stakeholders in the 

Swedish real estate market is also examined to determine their impact on the decision 

process to lease or buy real property for diplomatic use. 

 

1.1 Problem Statement 

Although all corporations lease or buy real property, which is used to support their core 

business, several activities take place before they decide to either lease or buy a property 

(Gibler et al, 2002). In most instances and as presented in theory, the core of the lease 

versus buy decision-making process of corporate and institutional real estate are often 

financial. However in the establishment of certain institutions the major determining 

factors in the decision making process is often dominated by non-financial factors 

(Barkham and Park, 2011). It is therefore important to investigate how these strategic 

factors override the financial cost of the lease versus buy decision. Among such 

institutions that deviate from normal practice are diplomatic missions in their decision to 

lease or buy real estate. The uniqueness of their activities and functions make it relevant 

for them to demand specific requirements that are not classical in the demand for 

corporate real estate. 

 

Sweden’s role in international relations: economic, political, cultural and global 

governance has made it a desired location for various diplomatic missions.  Hence the 

need for Sweden as host country, to supply these foreign diplomatic missions with the 

needed and required real estate that will facilitate the smooth running of their operations. 
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This obligation for Sweden to host its allies and the apparent real estate supply problem 

in Sweden, especially in the capital - Stockholm makes it important to investigate the 

needs of these diplomatic missions with regards to real estate acquisition and examine the 

determining factors in the decision process of the type of real estate acquired. Further, 

provide more insight to the players of Swedish real estate market to make informed 

decisions about the real estate needs of these diplomatic missions, in order for Sweden as 

host nation to meet its international obligations more efficiently. 

 

1.2 Key Research Question 

“Conditions of the local real estate market may eventually dictate the outcome of the 

lease versus buy decision, and these could be in the form of supply and demand 

dynamics, cultural factors affecting and local market practices that alter eventual 

decisions” (Barkham and Park 2011). Hence this study seeks to provide answers to the 

questions:  

 What are the determining factors in the decision to lease or buy real estate in terms of 

office and/or residential facilities for diplomatic missions in Stockholm, Sweden?  

 Who are the key players or stakeholders in the Swedish real estate market; how and to 

what extent do they impact on the decision process in the acquisition of the type of 

real estate by diplomatic mission - thus the demand and supply dynamics? 

 

1.3 Aims and Objectives 

 To present a general view on the real estate situation for foreign diplomatic missions 

in Stockholm, Sweden. 

 To identify the real estate requirements for foreign diplomatic missions and the 

challenges they are met with in the Swedish real estate market in their search for an 

appropriate real estate facility. 

 To identify factors affecting the lease versus buy decision of office space and 

residential facilities for diplomatic missions in Stockholm, Sweden. 

 To evaluate the significance of these factors, providing insight in their decision-

making process. 
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1.4 Justification 

Although diplomatic missions as by definition are institution without permanent 

establishment in the host country, the projected period of use affects the choice to lease or 

buy real estate. The finance based approach for determining the lease versus buy decision 

for real estate assets is a useful framework, however this study goes further to investigate 

other significant and strategic factors that affect lease versus buy decision-making 

process for diplomatic missions. “Property decision-making is not a unilateral process; it 

involves search for solutions that create benefit to the corporation while also being 

acceptable to all parties” (Nourse and Roulac, 1993, cited in Grabowski et.al, 2013). 

 

Since this paper is the first attempt to research on real estate for diplomatic mission, this 

study therefore aims:  

 To contribute to academic research. 

 Provide insight to stakeholders of the Swedish real estate market, on the needs 

and requirements of real estate for diplomatic mission, so they would provide 

suitable housing/office space for diplomatic missions, which could become a 

niche market in the real estate sector.  

 The Swedish government – Ministry of Foreign Affairs, which is responsible for 

foreign diplomatic missions, would gain more insight through this study on the 

challenges faced by diplomatic missions in their process to acquire suitable real 

estate facilities in order to fulfill standardized requirements, by their sending 

states. 

 From the sending states’ perspective, especially for countries that are yet to 

establish a diplomatic mission in Sweden, a better understanding would be gained 

with regards to their choice of real properties, given the conditions of the local 

real estate market and cultural factors and local market practices that may alter 

eventual decisions. 
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1.5 Disposition 

This thesis begins with an introduction to the study, providing a general outlook on what 

the research is all about and what it wants to achieve. This is then followed by the 

methodology - the approach taken to answer the key questions and thus the methods used 

to achieve the objectives of the study. 

 

The next phase is the literature review and as part, a general outlook on Stockholm real 

estate market is presented, which is then linked to the next chapter - expounding on the 

real estate situation for diplomatic mission, that is, providing definitions and 

requirements for a chancery (office) and official residence (housing) for diplomatic 

missions and their operations. A geographical distribution of these embassies in 

Stockholm is explained in the next segment, which focuses on office facilities / chancery 

for the DMs in Stockholm.  

 

The next phase is the data collection and results for this study, bringing out the key issues 

as raised in the literature review and the objectives of the study. Analysing and discussing 

the results of the survey against the literature review is presented after which the 

conclusion to the study is expounded with recommendations for further study on the 

subject area. 
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CHAPTER 2:  METHODOLOGY 

 

2.0 Research Methodology 

Research methodology is not the same as methods, and thus not interchangeable. The 

latter sets out to provide solutions, whiles the former offer the theoretical underpinning 

for understanding which method or sets of methods can be applied to specific case 

(Howell, 2013). That said the methodology is the general research strategy that outlines 

the way in which research is to be undertaken and, among other things, identifies the 

methods to be used in it. These methods, described in the methodology, define the means 

or modes of data collection (Creswell, 2003). Typically, research methodology 

encompasses the rationale and the philosophical assumptions that underline a particular 

study that is concepts such as paradigm, theoretical model, phases and quantitative or 

qualitative techniques (Dainty, 2008, also cited in xxx). 

 

Accordingly, this paper has a practical approach, which consists of the empirical study of 

the topic under research. It involves first hand research in the form of questionnaires, 

observations and informal discussions with the target group - foreign diplomatic officials 

in Sweden. The study relies on both quantitative and qualitative data analysis as its main 

methodological tool. A questionnaire survey is used to acquire all the necessary primary 

data for the analyses and is supported by relevant secondary data sources. The analysis of 

the data generated is mainly descriptive. The outcome of the empirical survey is however 

limited to a few embassies and due to the small number of embassies involved in this 

study, there could be limitations on the statistical generalizability of the results; 

nevertheless, this will not diminish the analytical value of the study. It is worth 

mentioning that the experience from working in a diplomatic mission also bears on this 

research work and has provided insight to the challenges faced by missions when 

acquiring any type of real property for their operations. 

 

2.1 Sampling Technique 

All the 105 resident diplomatic missions were selected for purposive samplings. These 

missions were grouped based on how their countries are categorized geographically 
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and/or socio-economically. The groupings are as follows: African countries, Asian 

countries, North American countries, other American countries, Western European 

countries, other European countries, Middles East countries, and the Nordic countries. 

This grouping was to ascertain the pattern of their location in Stockholm and whether 

their locations also determine the type of real estate if they are leased or owned. Again, 

ascertain a correlation between how the embassies are clustered in Stockholm and by the 

various groupings of countries, in terms of relations with member states. In other words, 

how these embassies are clustered in Stockholm region could also determine whether 

they influence one another on their choice of real estate. Does the location also determine 

the type of real estate, either residential or for office purposes? (For example, if all 

embassies of the Nordic States are located in the same area in Stockholm, and whether 

those properties in that particular location are leased or owned, and what are the 

characteristics or peculiarities of that location. For instance, does the location influence 

the type, size, the value of the property, and provide easy accessibility to the public? 

What is the sense of security of the location; and are the properties in that location mainly 

office or residential facilities? And if residential, are they predominantly houses or 

apartments?) These are but a few issues the will be discussed as we go long wit the study. 

 

2.2 Sources Of Data 

As indicated earlier, questionnaire was the main primary data source as it provides the 

advantage of being quick, inexpensive, and having standardized answers that makes it 

simple to compile data and easy to analyze. However, given the disadvantages of using 

questionnaire (such as the researcher may never know if the respondent understood the 

question that was being asked; Also, since the questions are so specific, the information 

gained could be minimal; Produce very low return rates, whether they are mail or online 

questionnaires; lack of unbiased response in that respondents that have a really positive 

or a really negative viewpoint and want their opinion heard may tend to respond while 

respondents that are most likely unbiased either way typically don't respond because it is 

not worth their time, Mellenbergh, 2008), the results were augmented with observations 

based on the experience of the author, from working in a diplomatic mission; and also 

informal discussions with some foreign diplomatic officials in Sweden. Fully structured / 
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closed-ended questions were used in this case using the “Survey Monkey” online 

research tool.  

 

Sources of secondary data were mainly reports and data on the websites of stakeholders 

in the real estate market in Stockholm, Sweden. These include real estate brokers/agents 

like Residensportalen, Bostads Direct, Stockholm Bostadsförmedlingen (Housing Service 

in Stockholm AB), Svensk Mäklarstatistik (Association of Swedish Real Estate Agents); 

Property Service Firms such as NEWSEC, Jone Lang LaSalle and DTZ and data from 

Statistics Sweden (SCB). The diplomatic portal for Sweden on the Swedish government 

website was a good source of information on the foreign diplomatic missions in Sweden. 

It is worth pointing out that companies such as ECA International, which provides 

solutions for the management of international assignments, have written reports on 

housing situation for expatriates, but touches scantily on embassies.  

 

2.3 Scope Of Research 

The geographical scope of the study is Stockholm- Sweden. It is chosen because as by 

definition, a diplomatic mission ought to be situated in the capital city of the host 

country. Stockholm as the capital of Sweden plays host to over a 105 diplomatic missions 

and also has a very dynamic property market system. Again, a Diplomatic Mission 

usually denotes the resident mission, namely the office of a country's diplomatic 

representatives in the capital city of another country. In the context of this research the 

main focus are office buildings (chancery) and housing for diplomatic staff, with 

emphasis on the residential facilities for the Head of Mission or the Ambassador (Official 

Residence) of the resident diplomatic mission. 

  

2.4 Research Method and Limitations 

It was initially planned to structure empirical data collection by first, sending out 

structured questionnaire to all 105 embassies in Stockholm. The second step was a 

“follow-up” – thus send out open-ended questionnaires and possibly have a discussion, 

either by e-mail, telephone or face to face with the manager or the diplomatic official 

responsible for the management of real estate properties of the mission, but then to a few 
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selected embassies. And the criteria for the selection process was to be based upon the 

first responses from these embassies, then select a few who own the chancery and/or 

official residence and also embassies who lease the chancery and/or official residence. 

The next step was to narrow down to the various regions of the country of the embassies, 

and the locations of these embassies in Stockholm. 

 

The challenges faced with the initial plan from not being effective was mainly due to the 

confidentiality clause as applied to diplomatic missions, to releasing information for the 

purpose of this study, which resulted in a low response rate - 13.46 percent.  This also 

culminated from the difficulty to identify the appropriate person responsible for the 

management of real assets of the mission, so as to send out the survey document to the 

administrative policy/decision-making staff member at senior management level, who is 

concerned with the strategic planning of real assets and budget of the mission. As a result 

the survey document might have ended up in the wrong hands and hence ignored, leading 

to the low response rate. 

 

Information required to map out the locations of the chanceries (offices) of the various 

Embassies in Stockholm were available the on diplomatic portal of the Swedish 

government website; however this was not the case for the official residences - housing 

for diplomatic officials, especially the head of mission. Due to security reasons, which 

could not be contravened, information in this respect was not accessible. And due to time 

constraints other measures could not be taken, making it impossible to cover all the 

important issues in the questionnaires and thus probable lack of facts and accuracy of 

data, especially for diplomatic housing (official residences). 

 

It was therefore helpful to supplement questionnaires with the knowledge and experience 

from working in one of the embassies, and also having informal discussions with some 

foreign diplomatic officials in other missions in Sweden. 
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CHAPTER 3: LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

3.0  Leases versus Buy (LVB) Decision - Varied Perspectives 

“Neither renting nor buying is a sure-fire solution” (Heath, J., 2014) 

As per the varied studies on the subject lease versus buy decision of real estate, one could 

ascertain that the outcome of the decision to lease or buy real estate is mainly dependent 

on the question of who is financing the real property (Lind et al 2010), and again, who is 

using the real estate and/or the type of asset in question. (Andersson et al, 2011). Putting 

it differently, from whose perspective is the decision approached? Kauffman, (2014) in 

his report, made a sector classification based on the ownership of the real property. These 

could be taken from a private use / household perspective; corporate perspective; public 

sector or non-profit organizations’ perspective. These perspectives do influence the 

strategy adopted and the factors considered in the decision process, and hence the 

outcome may differ from one sector to the other. Lind and Lundstrom (2010) also point 

to that fact that careful analysis of the pros and cons are required to specific situations in 

the decision to lease or own real asset, though their approach was from the public sector. 

In which case the decision process and hence the outcome could be situational or “by 

case” induced. They therefore recommend a case-by-case analysis, which they made in 

the statement that “owning or leasing is a question that should be handled in a pragmatic 

manner given the specific property situation in each case”. 

 

Although the core of the LVB decision may be financial, which seem to cut across these 

various sectors, thus serves as a main determinant in the decision to lease or buy real 

estate, there are other strategic determinant or “rational” reasons or non-financial aspects 

which may be significant and may override the financial aspect. Barkham et al (2011), 

Benjamin et al (1998); Lind et al (2010); Grabowski et al (2013) The impact of these 

strategic determinant or non-financial aspect on the LVB decision is normally determined 

by who bears the final financial burden, for that matter, who is making the decision 

regarding the use of the real asset, as was presented in the case analysis by Lind et al 

(2010), where the main driving force in the case was financing. 
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3.1 Varied Perspectives 

As in the above discussions, there are various perspectives to the LVB decision, which 

tend to influence the main determinants in the decision process and hence may result in 

different outcomes, even when the same determinants are used. For the scope of this 

paper, a careful analysis needs to be considered with the various sectors, to determine 

which sector embassies, for that matter real estate for diplomatic mission may fall under: 

Private/Household Sector, Corporate Sector or the Public Sector. 

 

 3.1.1 Finance As Main Determinant 

“Leasing is an alternative form of financing an asset”. (Manning, C. 1991) 

Both Kaufman (2014) and Ebert (1998) assess the decision of LVB of real estate within a 

financial context; however the outcomes differ based on the perspective from which the 

issues were discussed or argued.  

 

In his article “Lease vs. Buy: The Corporate Perspective” Ebert (1998) presents 

arguments, which advocates ownership of real estate assets by large companies – from 

corporate perspective.  In his statements such as: “…leasing an asset is almost never 

cheaper than ownership. So why do so many major corporations lease real property 

assets?” He further states: “The widely acclaimed benefits of leasing do not hold up 

under close scrutiny’. Unlike some advocates for leasing of real estate: Barkham and 

Park (2011); Benjamin et al (1998), Kaufman (2014), Lasfer, (2007), Manning (1991), 

Ebert points out that the LVB issue must be addressed mainly with the context of the 

financing plan. In their report regarding a number of case studies that illustrate the 

rationale for the public sector to rent rather than own real property, Lind and Lundstrom 

(2010) also cited in Andersson et al (2011) argued that the type or use of real asset in 

question need to be considered. 

 

On the other hand, Kaufman (2014), an advocate for leasing of real property looked at the 

benefits from a household or private individual’s perspective for residential properties. In 

his statement “Unless you need the security blanket of owning your home, it is nearly 

always a better financial move from an investing standpoint to rent rather than buy”.  
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From the two varied viewpoints, could the latter be a current trend practices given macro-

economic factors at play, unlike the notion held almost two decades ago? Irrespective of 

the type of property in question and from different perspectives, the financial context still 

plays an underlining role in the LVB decision of real estate. 

 

Given the above, the emphasis on the various perspectives cannot be overruled since this 

paper purports to analyze and provide insights into the choice of LVB decision of office 

space (chancery) and residential property (official residence) for diplomatic missions, in 

Stockholm, Sweden. Thus, LVB decision of residential property for the diplomatic 

mission could be approached from the perspective of residential properties for household 

or for private use, whiles the LVB decision of office space could be assessed from a 

corporate perspective in the decision process. And these may result in different strategic 

determinants for the choice to lease or buy real asset. As mentioned by Barkman et al, 

“whether to lease or buy its operational space is one of the most critical investment 

decisions that a firm must make”. This statement, also financial, was made from a 

corporate perspective, but will the public sector make an investment decision to lease or 

buy real estate, and for that matter, will the government of a sending state of a diplomatic 

mission make a choice to lease or buy real estate with an investment motive? 

 

This warrants the understanding of how a particular real estate decision fits the 

organization’s overall real estate strategy and ultimately links to it’s business strategy and 

thus promote the realization of overall corporate business objectives. According to 

Nourse et al (2001), an organization’s real estate decisions will be effective if such 

decisions support the enterprise’s overall business objectives. Lind et al (2010), arguing 

from the Swedish public sector, allude to this notion that an organization must acquire 

and manage the resources it needs to produce its goods and services and getting hold of 

these resources can be part of the core business. 

“Some businesses are real estate, all businesses use real estate” (Nourse, 1990) 
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As mentioned earlier in the above, the type of facility in question affects the decision to 

lease or own the real property. For instance as mentioned by Ebert, corporate assets 

designed with creative re-use possibilities tend to yield handsome profit or long-term 

income stream if owned. Does this hold for other types of real estate, for that matter be 

considered for the public sector? This leads to the next part of the paper, which delves 

more into some of the factors that may determine whether to lease or buy real property, 

apart from financial considerations. 

 

3.2 General Factors Impacting LVB Decision Of Real Estate 

It is worth pointing out that, the public sector institutions of most countries seem to be the 

major consumer of real estate facilities, which could be in the form of ownership of real 

property and/or purchasing the use of space, and thus the real estate facilities owned/used 

by diplomatic missions abroad also form a significant cost to the country. One could 

consider for instance, how many diplomatic missions the United States of America has in 

the world, the size of their operations in each country, hence the provision of real estate 

for their operations (office space) and housing for their staff abroad (residential 

facilities). And thus, the decision process for the acquisition and use of these real assets 

cannot be overlooked. Again, Sweden, which has one of the largest public sectors in the 

world, devotes almost 50 percent of GDP is to the public sector (Lind et al, 2010).  

 

Even though extensive research has been carried out on LVB decision on real asset, the 

focus has been mainly corporate real estate and residential properties. Studies have 

shown that in recent years, attention is being given to public sector real estate 

management, however not much research has been carried out regarding LVB decision of 

real estate from the perspective of the public sector (Lind et al, 2010; Andersson et al, 

2011). Notwithstanding, a general discussion is presented on the factors impacting the 

LVB decision of real estate and narrow down to the public sector. 

 

For corporate real estate, LVB decision has been depicted as a “trade-off between 

purchasing an asset and purchasing the use of office space” (Barkman et al). 
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A number of studies have approached the decision process of LVB by presenting general 

arguments, providing the pros and cons for leasing real estate mainly for corporate and 

residential facilities, Benjamin et al (1998), cited in Lind and Lundstrom, (2010) 

In their research work on corporate real estate, Barkham et al (2011) presented four major 

strategic factors, which in theory should significantly impact the LVB decision, with 

reference to Brueggeman et al (2006) and O’Mara (1999): 

 The characteristics of the required real estate 

o Firms with high levels of customization costs relative to the generic value 

of the building - own 

o Long-term operations – own 

o Projected period of use relatively short – lease 

o The size of operation: 

 A business operation large enough in terms of assets or people to 

occupy a standard building – own 

 Space requirement far less than optimal development size and 

building space for a chosen site – lease 

(Let the developers and investment partners to assume the real 

estate risks, especially if the absolute cost and the capital value 

volatility are high) 

 The characteristics of the company 

o Mature companies with stable sales and demand, established line of 

products and defined customer base are in better positions to forecast the 

business trends – own 

o Following companies with fast changing business and space requirements 

as well as unpredictable market conditions – lease until internal and 

external conditions of the businesses stabilize. 

o Size of company affecting its risk bearing capacity - in terms of 

widespread operational locations, less sensitive to risk - own 

o Size of company affecting the risk of capital investment – lease (as larger 

companies can absorb the impact of the required capital for purchasing 
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real estate. As such, the relative size of the required capital can affect the 

real estate LVB decision) 

 The company’s financial position 

o Companies with high cost of capital relative to potential lessors – lease 

o Companies with high credit ratings have access to unsecured corporate 

debt and equity at costs less than developers or investors - own 

 The dynamics of the local market 

o Even if analysis of the requirements produces one recommendation, the 

local market conditions can dictate the outcome of the actual decision. 

 The supply and demand dynamics in the local market practices can 

always alter a company’s eventual decision. 

Based on the above strategic factors, the LVB decision will take into consideration the 

type of entity who takes up the financial responsibility, which for this paper is the 

government of the sending state of the diplomatic mission. That is, the government 

(public sector) decides to lease or buy the real property for it’s diplomatic mission in the 

host country. Kauffman (2014) presents four distinct types of real estate if determined by 

how it is used: residential, office, industrial and commercial. This paper will therefore 

focus on the first two. Thus, the next chapter of this paper looks into the situation of real 

estate for diplomatic missions in Sweden, which is mainly office space (chancery) and 

residential facility (official residence). 

 

Before moving to the next chapter, it is imperative to understand and define the scope and 

certain terminologies and aspects of this paper. These include what a diplomatic mission 

is and why the study is limited to Stockholm, Sweden.  

 

3.3 Stockholm County, Sweden 

Stockholm, the capital of Sweden, is the cultural, media, political, and economic center of 

Sweden. It is built on and around an archipelago, and the main part consisting of 14 

islands connected by 54 bridges. According to Swedish Statistics Central Bureau, 

Stockholm County is growing both in population and area. As at April 2015, the 

population of Stockholm was about 2.2 million. The county has 26 municipalities, being 
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the mainstream labour market and housing region defined on the basis of infrastructure 

and commuting patterns. And as reported by Bostadsförmedlingen in Stockholm, the 

population growth continues, therefore places great demand on housing supply and 

presently demand outstrips supply. This is also confirmed by May 2015 report by Svensk 

Mäklarstatistik, where the low supply and high demand will continue to dominate the 

Swedish housing market. Stockholm is also characterized by its effective and efficient 

communication/transportation system, where farther away can be close. Irrespective of 

the location, the commuting time to the Stockholm Central Station/Central Business 

District (CBD) can be quite short due to how well communications are. 

 

3.3.1 Stockholm Municipality 

According to Wikipedia definition, “Stockholm Municipality or the City of Stockholm 

(Swedish: Stockholms kommun or Stockholms stad) is a municipality in Stockholm 

County in east central Sweden. It has the largest population of the 290 municipalities of 

the country, but one of the smallest areas, making it the most densely populated. It is also 

the most populous municipality in the Nordic countries”. 

 

Geographically, Stockholm Municipality comprises the central part of the capital 

(Innerstaden or Stockholm City Centre) as well as the southern and western suburban 

parts (Söderort or South Stockholm and Västerort or West Stockholm respectively). The 

municipality is subdivided into 14 districts: 

Stockholm City Centre  South Stockholm   West Stockholm 

Kungsholmen    Enskede-Årsta-Vantör  Bromma 

Norrmalm    Farsta     Hässelby-Vällingby 

Södermalm    Hägersten-Liljeholmen  Rinkeby-Kista 

Östermalm    Skarpnäck    Spånga-Tensta 

Skärholmen 

Älvsjö 

Source: Statistics Sweden (Statistiska centralbyrån, SCB) 
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3.3.2 Greater Stockholm 

Greater Stockholm known in Swedish, as “Stor-Stockholm” comprises of the following 

municipalities: Bromma, Danderyd, Lidingö, Nacka, Sollentuna, Solna, Sundbyberg, 

Täby. These are suburbs, most of them at the outskirts of Stockholm City and have a 

majority of ethnic Swedes. Most parts of the locations in these towns form the upper tier 

of the real estate market. (Mäklarstatistik AB) 

 

In order to stay within the scope of this paper, further discussions on locations of 

dwellings will be limited to locations most preferred by diplomatic missions in the 

aspects of the choice of location, the most common form of housing in these locations, 

their suitability, affordability and availability in Stockholm. 

 

3.4 Diplomatic Missions (DMs) 

From the literature review, Nourse et al (1993) points to the fact that an effective real 

estate decision should support realization of corporate business goals. Due to the 

uniqueness of diplomatic mission from other corporations, it is important to understand 

what their operations are, warranting the study of their real estate needs. 

 

Though extensive research has been conducted on corporate real estate and residential 

properties, and some aspect of public sector real estate management as mentioned in the 

literature review, there has been no academic research examining the real estate needs for 

DMs. 

 

To better understand the structure of DMs and thus their real estate needs, it would be 

better to define the term.  As cited in Wikepedia, “a DM is a group of people from one 

state or an international inter-governmental organization, (such as United Nations) 

present in another state to represent the sending state or organization officially in the 

receiving state/host country. In practice, a DM usually denotes the resident mission, 

namely the office of a country's diplomatic representatives in the capital city of another 

country. As well as being a DM to the country in which it is situated, it may also be a 

non-resident permanent mission to one or more other countries”. There are thus resident 
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and non-resident embassies. This paper will focus on the resident embassies, in 

Stockholm, Sweden. 

 

To address the term in the context of this study and in a more simple way, the author 

adopts the aforementioned definition. Notably, the term “embassy” is interchangeably 

used with “diplomatic mission (DM)”. However, the term DM would frequently be 

addressed in this study. That said a DM in this context is a state organisation, accredited 

abroad, to represent the state or a country with respect to foreign affairs, bilateral issues 

and trade & investment.  

 

 3.4.1 Chancery And Official Residence 

“A permanent diplomatic mission is typically known as an embassy, and the person in 

charge of the mission is known as an ambassador. The term "embassy" is often used to 

refer to the building or compound housing an ambassador's offices and staff. Technically, 

however, "embassy" refers to the diplomatic delegation itself, while the office building in 

which they work is known as a chancery” In this respect, Ambassadors could have 

separate housing outside of the chancery and like Ambassadors residing within the same 

premises as the chancery, the latter enjoys the same rights especially in the case of still 

maintaining special protection from the host country’s security forces. “Like embassies, 

such residences are considered sacrosanct and extraterritorial”. 

(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Diplomatic_mission) 

From the definition of what a diplomatic mission represents, it will be quite interesting to 

explore which DMs have both the chancery and OR at the same premise and those who 

have them in separate locations. How are they distributed in Stockholm? Are these 

facilities owned and how are the sizes in terms of operations and the real facility? How 

does the real estate situation look for DMs with both chancery and the OR in the same 

premises, considering various aspects like security and the sized of these properties? 

What could be the dominating factor for having these facilities together? Such questions 

and others could be explored for further studies on this subject. Which location in 

Stockholm predominantly house DMs, in terms of residential and office space? These are 

but a few issues this paper will try to explore as we go further in the study. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Diplomatic_mission
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3.4.2 Real Estate For DMs 

Given the above definitions, and in view of this paper, a chancery is the office building in 

which the Ambassador and staff work, and the official residence (OR) is the residential 

facility or separate housing for an Ambassador residing in or outside of the chancery 

premise. Therefore the focus here is on the real estate for the chancery and the ORs for 

DMs in Stockholm, Sweden, though the paper would also touch on housing in general for 

foreign diplomatic missions in Stockholm, Sweden. 

 

In earlier discussions, due to the uniqueness of the operations of diplomatic mission from 

other corporations, their real estate needs may require special characteristics. We could 

establish that, from the financing aspect of real estate for DMs, these are public sector 

properties, since the governments of the sending States finance them. 

 

Andersson and Soderberg (2011) made a distinction between two kinds of state-owned 

properties and thus showed that general and special-purpose properties have to be dealt 

with differently by the public sector. In this regard, one may consider embassies as 

special-purpose according to the definitions they provide. 

What makes a property a special-purpose nature was seen in two different ways as 

defined by Andersson et al, (2011): 

 “Properties built for special uses having no alternative use, such as military forts, 

firing ranges and special laboratories at universities. Their market value is zero or 

very low and so are their market rents. 

 Embassies fall in the second kind of special-purpose properties, which are defined 

as general properties (properties with immediate alternative use, thus have market 

value) nevertheless function as special purpose like headquarter of Defence and 

police activities, military facilities prison, etc. 

 

In the latter definition, a chancery for a DM may have alternative use, so does the OR, as 

the former could be rented out as offices to other companies, and the latter rented out as 

housing to expatriates of a company. In this respect, should these facilities necessarily be 

owned leased? Andersson et al (2011) in some cases advocated that where there are 
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“strong motives” such as, where a strong degree of control is important and required, like 

military forts, such public sector building should be owned. However, since these are 

general properties for specific functions, thus could be transformed into special-purpose 

properties, owing to their use and function until they are replaced with other 

activities/uses, their market value becomes significant but not zero or very low as was 

seen in the first kind of special-purpose properties.  As we go further in this study, the 

requirement of a chancery building and/or ORs would determine whether these are 

special-purpose properties as in if they are easily replaceable and thus should be owned 

leased. 

 

Since this paper focuses on the chancery (office space) and housing (residential 

properties) for diplomatic missions, the next two chapters present an a general outlook on 

the office and the housing market in Stockholm, and thus the locations most preferred by 

diplomatic mission in Stockholm. The real estate situations for DMs will also be 

examined in these chapters. In this paper, housing, dwellings, and homes, residential 

facilities connote the same thing and are used interchangeably. 
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CHAPTER 4:  STOCKOLM HOUSING MARKET AND DMS’ SITUATION 

  

4.0 Stockholm Housing Market 

There are close to 1million homes in different forms in Stockholm County. These are 

either owned or rented dwellings and are in the form of apartments, “villas” / “radhus” 

(detached/semi-detached houses), and holiday homes. According to statistics, seven out 

of ten dwellings are apartments: rented apartment (Hyresrätt - 35%) or condominium also 

known as leasehold/co-operative apartment (Bostadsrätt - 40%) and the latter as the most 

common form of housing. Twenty five percent (25%) are owned dwellings, which are 

mostly “villas” and “radhus”. (SCB, Stockholms län 2013; also cited in 

Bostadsförmedlingen in Stockholm) 

 

4.1 Aspects Of The Housing Market 

Location characteristic, communication system, culture - household sizes, and financial 

disposition could impact on the types of dwellings in a particular area, be it single-family 

dwellings, multi-family dwellings, condominiums, rented apartments, owned houses. 

 

 4.1.1 Household Size Distribution 

The household size distribution impacts on the sizes of dwellings and the most common 

are single households, according to SCB, Stockholm region 2013. 

Chart 1: 

  
Source: Statistics Sweden, Stockholm County 2013 
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This pattern cuts across the whole of Sweden. However, the Swedish housing sector, 

according to Statistic Sweden, is made of about 4.5 million dwellings, and has around 

55% of multi-family dwellings and 45% are single-family dwellings. To what extent does 

this culture of household size impacts on the sizes and the types of dwellings in the 

various locations or municipalities of Stockholm County and consequently, their 

suitability and availability for diplomatic housing? Which size and type of housing is 

predominant in the various locations of Stockholm? Time will fail us to delve deeper into 

these questions, however consideration needs to be given in the analysis this paper. 

 

 4.1.2 Locations of Dwellings in Stockholm And Their Value 

Does the location also determine the type of real estate, either for residential or office 

purposes and if residential, are they more of rented or owned apartments or owned 

houses? (For example, assuming all embassies of the Nordic States are located in the 

same area in Stockholm, one may determine if these properties in that particular location 

are leased or owned; what are the characteristics or peculiarities of that location? For 

instance, does the location influence the type, size, the value of the property? Does 

location provide security, easy accessibility to the public and the diplomatic community 

in Stockholm? In a nutshell, what could be the main reasons for the type and choice of 

property in that particular location?) 

 

Table 1 shows the municipalities of Stockholm County and the number and value of 

houses and condominiums actually sold in these locations, during the current period - 

(13th May 2015). This information is to help ascertain the value of property type as per 

location and which locations could be the most preferred by diplomatic missions.  

The data however lack enough information to establish which locations are of higher 

demands as per property type, and the total number of properties available on the market 

in the various locations. That said, the total number of properties sold per type in a 

location could have been influenced by availability and/or affordability as demand and 

supply inducing factors come to play. 
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It is worth mentioning the source of this data and their significance. That is, the statistics 

are produced by Statistics Sweden (SCB), on behalf of the Swedish Mäklarstatistik and 

based on approximately 85 percent of Sweden's mortgage transactions conducted through 

estate agents. According to Swedish Mäklarstatistik, price information was retrieved 

when sales contracts are written. The actual market situation and price changes are 

therefore published each month, hence this report published in May 2015. 

 

Table 1. Stockholm County and its Municipalities 

 MUNICIPALITY TOTAL OBJECT: 

CONDOMINIUMS 

Kr/kvm 

(kr/sqm) 

TOTAL OBJECTS: 

VILLAS 

Kr/kvm 

(kr/sqm) 

 Greater Stockolm 10,314 49 581 2,064 37 646 

1 Botkyrka 206 25 790 97 28 028 

2 Danderyd 97 53 819 33 61 609 

3 Ekerö 33 25 035 72 32 799 

4 Haninge 456 28 442 91 31 689 

5 Huddinge 296 31 298 132 37 881 

6 Järfälla 484 31 223 98 34 144 

7 Lidingö 147 47 683 30 61 701 

8 Nacka 393 43 259 113 47 727 

9 Norrtälje 222 20 152 77 21 038 

10 Nykvarn 6 22 135 31 23 055 

11 Nynäshamn 83 20 069 53 24 151 

12 Salem 76 23 707 37 26 526 

13 Sigtuna 134 23 631 52 29 443 

14 Sollentuna 234 36 481 66 44 874 

15 Solna 623 51 366 2 64 192 

16 Stockholm 5340 63 206 408 49 397 

17 Sundbyberg 275 52 216 6 47 774 

18 Södertälje 263 21 916 79 24 789 

19 Tyresö 127 30 582 81 38 782 

20 Täby 273 37 595 143 41 659 

21 Upplands-Bro 81 23 937 39 26 784 

22 Upplands-Väsby 121 29 240 31 34 136 

23 Vallentuna 118 25 396 70 29 795 

24 Vaxholm 32 30 320 18 42 284 

25 Värmdö 81 34 882 96 36 744 

26 Österåker 113 24 977 109 26 802 
Source Swedish Mäklarstatistik AB 

(Senast uppdaterad: 13 maj 2015) 

 

The table, based on areas and types of accommodation helps to identify what could be 

favoured by DMs in Stockholm. It demonstrates what a property could be worth as per 
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location by the average purchase price/market value per square meter, and in the case of 

subletting such facilities; one could have a scope of rental cost for these choice areas. The 

data gives an idea for users to quickly assess the potential pricing options for a particular 

market, and thus summarizing the most important elements of the accommodation data. 

Consequently, as deduced from table 1, Stockholm municipality has the largest number 

of dwellings and is the priciest for condominiums, but not houses. For the objective of 

this paper it is important to understand the composition of this municipality, and hence 

which aspect contributes more to the price information as shown in the above. (Refer 

paragraph 3.3.1 “Stockholm Municipality”) 

 

4.2 Types of Dwellings 

Apart from rented apartments, these are privately owned homes, and are either in the 

form of apartments (condominium) or houses (detached or semi-detached houses). 

According to statistical reports, due to the excessive increase in rents resulting from the 

high demand and low supply of dwellings, and coupled with the low interest rate and 

good access to financing, most households are opting to own instead of renting their 

homes, and most preferably condominiums (Statistics Sweden - SCB). The report by 

Svensk Mäklarstatistik, May 2015, further states that, in one year the prices of houses 

have risen by 11 per cent, and condominiums with 13 percent. Annual growth in both 

large cities and the rest of the country continues to remain at high levels, where prices 

have gone up by 16% in the Greater Stockholm. 

 

 4.2.2 Owned Houses - “Villas”/” Radhus” 

Single-family homes with freehold ownership in Sweden mean that you buy your house 

and your lot and become the registered owner of the property. As mention earlier owned 

“Villas”/“Radhus” as they could also be called detached / semi-detached houses are 

mostly found in the outskirts of the CBD. From table 1, and as shown in chat 1, the 

upmarket for these types of dwellings are in greater Stockholm (Stor-Stockholm): 

Bromma, Danderyd, Lidingö, Nacka, Sollentuna, Solna, Sundbyberg, Täby. The market 

tier of the location could be determined by the value of property as by square meter. 

According to Residensportalen and other housing agents, these are the preferred housing 
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locations for DMs and foreign expatriates in Stockholm. The market for rented houses in 

general is very small in Sweden, as most prospective tenants would normally opt for 

rented apartments or condominiums. For this reason, statistics for this type of dwellings 

is not readily available, and pricing from object to object varies a lot depending on the 

location and quantity, and expectations of the house owner since objects are offered by 

individuals. That said, the impact of changes in the recent rental laws in Sweden (Feb 

2013) could be more favourable towards the owners of houses, should they decide to 

sublet their homes, thus opening up the market for rented houses. (Statistics Sweden, 

2013) 

 

The data for Charts 2 and 3 as shown below was taken from Table 1. From these charts 

we could determine what a property type is worth on the average in a particular location. 

They illustrate the value of properties (kr/sqm) in the various parts of Greater Stockholm 

and Stockholm City: which areas are the priciest for condominiums and for houses, and 

their demand. Again one could guess-estimate which property type is predominant per 

locations, based on the total number of objects sold during the current period, but this 

could be flawed as mentioned in an earlier discussion. Nevertheless, the total number of 

properties sold per type in a location could have been influenced by availability and/or 

affordability as demand and supply inducing factors come to play.  

 

The priciest for houses according to the charts include Solna, Lidingo and Danderyd 

respectively. However, Solna amongst the three has the lowest number of objects sold, 

which could be due to the lack availability of objects, i.e. demand and supply factors and 

hence the high average price per square meter. Danderyd on the otherhand, is high in 

average price per square meter for both houses and apartments. In order to stay within the 

scope of this paper, this analysis will be cut short. 

 

Chart 2: Greater Stockholm & Stockholm City: Value of Properties per square meter as 

per actual average purchase price (SEK) 
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Source of Data: Swedish Mäklarstatistik AB 

(Senast uppdaterad: 13 May 2015) 

 

From chart 2, the value of houses on the whole seem to be higher than condominiums, 

apart from Sundbyberg and Stockholm City, and the latter not reporting any figures for 

houses. As mentioned earlier, Stockholm city housing is predominantly apartments, for 

that matter condominium. The high value of houses in most parts of greater Stockholm 

could be attributed to demand and supply and also what type of property is predominant 

in these areas.  

 

 4.2.3 Condominiums (Bostadsrätt) 

This is a form of leasehold as is called in other countries, or co-operative apartment, 

which could also be called “tenant-owned apartment. In this case as the “owner”, one is a 

holder of the right to occupy and use the property, but do not literally “own” the 

apartment. However one is a member of the housing association, which owns the real 

estate (the building or buildings). “A housing association is a type of legal entity or 

economic association” (Statistics Sweden). The purpose of the association is to grant its 

members the right to occupy and use apartments for an unlimited period of time. The 

tenant buys the lease and sells it on his own accord and thus has greater influence.  
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In fact, a monthly fee is paid to the association based on the total annual fee set by the 

board of directors. This fee covers all common costs that the association has for the 

building. These expenses include, for example, interest expenses for loans, amortization 

payments for loans, operating costs, taxes, insurance, repairs and maintenance. (Statistics 

Sweden, Residensportalen, Mäklarsamfundet). In other words the tenant is relieved of 

these obligations, as maintenance and renovation services are included in the tenant 

contract and are the responsibility of the house association (Lind and Lindström, 2010). 

 

As indicated earlier, this form of housing is very common in Sweden, for that matter 

mostly in Stockholm City. According to the Nordic Housing Insight for May 2015 by 

NEWSEC, ninety six percent of Swedish brokers believe in increased or unchanged 

demand for condominiums. This is as a result of increases in rents, especially for newly 

built apartments and other favorable financing environment. 

 

The most part of Stockholm City Center in the districts of Kungsholmen, Södermalm, 

Norrmalm and Östermalm are made of this type of housing. These areas have the greater 

part of the most attractive and priciest condominiums, which according to 

Residensportalen and some other real estate agents are most preferred locations by DMs 

and foreign expatraites in Stockholm. However condominiums in some parts of greater 

Stockholm due to pricing are also considered for housing diplomatic staff. Such places 

include Bromma, Solna, Lidingö, which are not far from Stockholm City Center or the 

Central Business District (CBD). 

 

From chart 3 as shown below, obviously, Stockholm City has the highest number of 

objects sold in terms of apartments, which could be attributed to a number of factors, but 

the most prevalent factors could be the high demand and availability, as mentioned in a 

number of real estate reports concerning the scarcity of dwellings in Stockholm, 

especially in the city, (Statistics Sweden, Residensportalen, Mäklarsamfundet). Further it 

recorded zero in the sale of houses as this part of the municipality has mainly apartments, 

and for that matter condominiums, as mentioned in an earlier discussion. Solna, which is 
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just at the outskirt of the City, also recorded more apartments sold - condominiums than 

houses, likewise Sundbyberg. The increase in sale of apartments in these places could be 

attributed to the relocation of most companys’ headquarter or offices to these locations as 

reported by NEWSEC in their Nordic Housing Insight for May 2015. However, there 

could be other factors, which we might not explore in order to stay within the scope of 

this paper. 

 

Chart 3: Greater Stockholm and Stockholm City: Actual Number Of Properties Sold 

During the current period 

 

Source of Data: Swedish Mäklarstatistik AB 

(Senast uppdaterad: 13 May 2015) 

 

4.3 Stockholm Rental Market 

The rent system in Sweden is quite different from most countries in Europe. 

(Residensportalen; NEWSEC, JLL) It is therefore important to understand the 

peculiarities of the Swedish rental laws, and the impacts, therefore how it could be 

applied to housing requirements for DMs, who opt to lease instead of own their 

residential facilities. 
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To begin with, we may consider some statements made by a reporter, David Lande, of 

“TheLocal” (Sweden’s News In English), published on the 7
th

 March 2014, in a case 

where a Norwagian diplomat to Stockholm purchased a four-bedroom flat in an upscale 

Stockholm neighborhood: “A basically non-existent residential rental market forces 

foreigners to buy rather than rent…” Further, the main reason as indicated in the report 

as: “Most people in the position of this high ranking Norwegian diplomat know they 

aren’t going to be in any given city for more than five years, and thus are reluctant to go 

through the hassle and expense associated with buying a home in a place they are 

destined to leave. But as anyone who’s moved to the Swedish capital can attest, it’s 

virtually impossible to find a rental apartment with stable lease - no matter how much 

money you have. Anyone looking to avoid having to move house after house or so really 

has no other option than to buy, which is exactly the diplomat did.” 

 

4.3.1 Legalities In The Rental Market 

Based on the legalities surrounding the rental market in Stockholm, three main 

catetegories can be identified: rented apartments (Hyresrätt), subletting condominiums 

(Bostadsrätt) and rented houses (villa/radhus). There are rules and regulations controlling 

rentals of these types of housing facilities but the extent of control depends on the type of 

housing being leased, and especially given the recent changes in the rental laws in 

Sweden. (Statistic Sweden, Residensportalen, Mäklarsamfundet). One may check on 

these sites for detailed policy. But for the sake of this paper, we shall point out certain 

relevant aspects of the housing law / policy and how that could impact on the decision 

process for foreign DMs to lease or own and again which type of property to go for - 

apartments or houses. 

 

  4.3.1.1 Rented Apartment - “Hyresrätt” 

The first and foremost is rented apartments, popularly known in Swedish as “Hyresrätt”.  

The rent system in this case is controlled by negotiations between the municipal housing 

companies and the Swedish Tenants’ Union, determining the annual charges in rents. 

Apart from the strong rent regulation system, there is queuing system. And 

Bostadsförmedlingen, which is a part of “Stockholms stad” manages the most common 
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queuing system in Stockholm. It is worth pointing out that in the recent past years, the 

decline in newly constructed rental dwelling may have affected the importance of factors 

impacting the decision to rent an apartment (Lind, 2003). In spite of changes in 

governmental policies and conducive financial environment, which has increased 

investments in the construction sector, (Newsec Spring Report 2015), where there are 

new housing developments, the resulting high costs for rental of these new facilities may 

cause many households to opt out from renting to owning.  

 

For Hyresrätt, the service fees are usually included in the rent, excluding household 

electricity consumption fee. The fees for heating and water consumption tend to be 

calculated based on generally accepted norms, rather than related to actual consumption. 

 

This type of rented apartment is the cheapest form of accommodation and could be found 

mostly in the lower tier of the municipalities in Stockholm, although there is limited 

number of such rented apartments in the upper tier markets like some parts of greater 

Stockholm, and they are exceptionally scarce in Stockholm City. 

 

To sublet this type of apartment, permission based on certain strict conditions, is required 

from the landlord who are normally listed companies or municipal housing companies. 

This type of housing is not practical for DMs, given the rental control system and the 

location of such housing, which are normally not suitable nor meet the requirements for 

DMs as they are mostly found in less attractive areas. However, there are such apartments 

in upscale markets and in more suitable areas, but due to the queuing system used for this 

kind, it does not allow DMs to partake in the queuing system. 

 

  4.3.1.2 Subletted Condominiums - Bostadsrätt 

The second form of leasing is subletting condominiums - a leasehold / co-operative 

apartment (Bostadsrätt). The components of a condominium have been mentioned in an 

earlier paragraph. In this case, permission is required from the building association 

("Bostadsrättsförening"), but the conditions are not as rigid as in the case of “Hyresrätt”.  
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The rent levels in the private sector are set comparably to those in the municipal sector 

(Residensportalen). As mentioned earlier, utility fees in condominiums are generally 

related to the household’s real consumption. The building association is thus responsible 

for decisions regarding building services, maintenance and renovation. 

According to information on the websites of some real estate agents/brokers, in recent 

times most embassies are showing more interest to rent this type of apartments to house 

their diplomatic staff (Bostads Direct, Residensportalen). However, the location, size and 

the rental cost are key in the choice of apartment. The most common areas of interest are 

in Stockholm City and its fringes such as Bromma and Solna, which are often considered 

because of the favourable transportation system. 

 

  4.3.1.3 Rented Houses 

The third form of lease is a house owner, solely responsible to make the decision to lease 

the residential facility. The market for rented houses is very small in Sweden, and for 

most parts in Stockholm. Purchasing a house for the purpose of placing it in the rental 

market is not a common practice in Sweden. That said, few Swedes rent out their homes. 

In which case the rental prices for houses are therefore not regulated, as in the case of 

apartments. And since this is a landlord’s market, rent for houses tend to be quite high. 

Again, due to the small size of the Stockholm housing rental market, which is highly 

sensitive to increases in demand, customers of this market are beginning to shy away 

towards renting apartments. It is possible that, in the case of low vacancy in housing 

stock and the limited availability of new dwellings, a potential tenant chooses an 

apartment because it is obtainable rather than because it satisfies needs and requirements. 

However, since the vacancy levels differ across Sweden (Klingborg, 2000; Wilhelmsson 

et al., 2003) the above scenario may apply only in some municipalities.  According to real 

estate agents, most of the customers in this market are foreign embassies and 

companies/organizations with foreign expatriates. Virtually, renting houses is the most 

common form for housing Ambassadors of DMs that is if the official residence is not 

owned by the embassy. However in recent times, as mentioned earlier residential 

facilities for foreign diplomats is moving to rental apartments, especially for other staff of 

the diplomatic corps. 
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Again changes in Swedish subletting laws in February 2013 (Statistics Sweden), which 

tends to favour most Stockholm home owners allows them to charge tenants rents in line 

with what it actually costs to own their homes - that is cover operating costs and capital 

costs. As reported by Residensportalen, many speculated that the changes would bring 

more rentals to a market that has historically been very limited. However the impact is 

more in the rent hikes especially in Stockholm, which is causing many to look at the 

options of owning instead of renting. There is no statistical data as yet to show how this 

impacts on the decision in the diplomatic community with regards to housing. 

 

4.4 General Requirements For An Official Residence (OR) 

As mentioned earlier, Andersson et al (2011) in their research paper categorized real 

estate for embassies as special-purpose property, though these real assets could have a 

ready alternative use. As a general property used for special purposes there must be some 

peculiarities or required specifications to maintain these properties as special-purpose. 

Thus, what are the requirements for real estate to qualify as an Embassy both for 

residential and office space? This section will look at some of the basic requirement for a 

residential property to qualify for an OR, most of which are also requirements for a 

chancery. Hence some aspects will not be repeated in the next chapter, which delves into 

office facilities for DMs in Stockholm. It will however point out the DMs office 

situations vaguely touching on their requirements. Due to the lack of data on the locations 

of the ORs for DMs in Stockholm, in fact, the discussions here is drawn mainly from 

general observations based on the author’s experience and informal discussions with 

some foreign diplomats.   

  

 4.4.1 Security 

Security is a paramount aspect of an OR - the special protection provided by the host 

country’s security forces to the Ambassador and diplomatic staff. This suggests that 

certain locations might not be encouraged by the host country, thus might not be suitable 

for housing diplomatic staff, most especially the Ambassador or Head of Mission. This 

could mean the residence should be situated in an area patrolled by a Diplomatic 

Protection Service and/or the Local Police Force. A notable place of such character which 
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host quite a number of Embassies is “Ambassadoen” in Ostermalm, one of the four 

districts of Stockholm City Center. There were no data base to locate official residences 

in these areas, again due to security reasons, however information in this regard were 

available for the offices of all the DMs in Stockholm. This made it possible to map out 

and ascertain how these office buildings are distributed or clustered in Stockholm, which 

was not possible with the ORs of DMs. 

 

Again, in terms of security, certain features of the residential facility should meet certain 

basic security requirements, depending on what the government of the sending state 

stipulates. In a sense, the structure should lend itself to security measures and 

improvements. 

 

 4.4.2 Location 

Apart from the security aspect of the location, from a general observation, OR ought to 

be located in a select and prominent area, an upscale residential market. Depending on 

the type of residential facility, be it an apartment or free standing OR/house, proximity to 

diplomatic community is of essence and the convenience of it being close to the chancery 

is of great importance bearing in mind the distance and travelling time. Easy access to 

other public amenities such as an international schools and hospitals is ideal, also with 

good communication system. 

 

Again, from the author’s experience and informal discussions with some foreign 

diplomat, some of the places where ORs could be located include Lidingo, Djursholm-

Danderyd, prominent areas in Sollentuna and Taby. And the residential facilities mostly 

found in such places are houses/free-standing ORs. Apartments used as ORs could most 

likely be found in Stockholm City, thus, any part of the four districts - Östermalm, 

Södermalm, Norrmalm, Kungsholmen, most especially in Östermalm. However though 

these areas are considered attractive hardly would one find an OR in these areas, which 

could culminate from other requirements or dominant factors that were not fulfilled. 
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4.4.3 Functionality Of The Building 

As part of the operations of an embassy, the ambassador has unique duties in hosting 

official receptions, and in most cases at the OR. This duty is core to establishing and 

strengthening diplomatic relations/ties, be it political, socio-economic relations with the 

host country and other corporate bodies in the host country, and to promote the sending 

state’s national priorities in the relevant spheres. And hence the real estate facility must 

meet certain requirements for efficient operations. Functionality could be seen in terms of 

the size of the residential facility and also in the sense of maximum space allowance for 

certain parts of the building. These may include the lounge and dinning room for hosting 

guests, basically the entertainment area. 

 

These are but a few basic requirements considered for an OR. Other aspects are raised in 

the next section, which provides a general outlook on the housing situations for foreign 

diplomats in Stockholm, Sweden. 

 

4.5 Housing Situation For DMs in Stockholm 

The residential facility for an Ambassador or the Head of Mission is deemed sacrosanct 

and extraterritorial. Thus information in this regard is normally not made public. And due 

to the lack of data on ORs, a general discussion is present on the housing situation for 

foreign diplomats in general. Again, the lack of empirical data on ORs, makes it 

impossible to identify their locations in Stockholm, and to tell whether these properties 

are leased or owned by these embassies, and if these are houses or apartments. It would 

be interesting to identify which location(s) in Stockholm predominantly have ORs for 

foreign DMs. How close they are from one another and how they are distributed in 

Stockholm could also not be determined. However, experience and general observation in 

the diplomatic society bears on this report. 

 

According to secondary data sources, mostly from the website of real estate agents who 

have rendered services to some embassies such as Bostads Direct, Residensportalen, 

REMAX, SAS Relocation, almost all housing for diplomatic officials, other than ORs are 

rented. Size, location and cost of rentals are main determinants for the choice of the type 
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of property. The requirements of the choice are quite lenient for the other diplomatic staff 

unlike in the case of ORs (the residence of the Ambassador or Head of Mission). 

However the most important aspect of housing for DM’s staff is that they stay within the 

“rental norms” as provided by the sending state. Rental norms are normally part of 

housing policy, which is a form of rental allowance or rent limits a diplomatic staff is 

entitled to depending on rank or position and the household size. In fact, most countries 

have housing policy for their foreign diplomats and that normally provide guidelines on 

what kind of housing benefit an official is entitled to. The main issue in this case could be 

how the policy fits into the housing situation in the host country, and for that matter the 

housing market in Stockholm.  

 

The scarcity of houses and given the price increases in the rental market for houses in 

recent times and past years, also for house prices in terms of ownership (refer table1), 

most especially in prime areas like Greater Stockholm, which are most preferred 

locations by DMs, the rental norms provided by the countries of the DMs, according to 

some sources are becoming more and more difficult for DM staff to secure houses, hence, 

most of them prefer securing apartments.  

 

Apart from the rental limits, since most government are scaling down on their budget, 

there are some favorable factors why most officials prefer apartments to houses, however 

these apartments as mentioned earlier must be in or close to Stockholm City Center. The 

following are some favorable considerations, which has made apartments more attective 

to most foreign diplomatic staff, but not for an OR. This information was gathered from 

experience and informal discussions with foreign diplomats in Stockholm: 

• As per cost elements, apartments, especially sublet condominiums in prime areas 

of Stockholm are well maintained, secured and well serviced with very little or no extra 

cost apart from the rent paid, unlike in the case of houses. These costs are mostly utility 

costs such as water, heating, electricity and garbage collection.  

• Other cost such like snow clearing during the winter seasons and garden 

maintenance during the summer periods are also avoided with rented apartments. These 

become more suitable for certain household sizes, most especially single officials. Again 
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since Sweden has the culture of “do it yourself”, the labour cost for such services are 

quite high and service providers for such requirements are quite scarce. 

• It is important to mention that cultural differences play a major role also in the 

choice of housing. For instance most African diplomatic officials who do not experience 

snow in their countries, and also have cheap labour for gardening services, and provided 

with less or no financial support from their government for such services, will prefer 

renting apartment to renting a house in Stockholm. However countries with similar 

cultures with Sweden like the other Nordic countries might not have the same issues. 

However, the latter might for other reasons/factors opt for apartments.  

• Most of the officials’ children attend the Stockholm International School, 

therefore would prefer proximity, thus easy access in terms of distance and commuting 

time to and from the school and the residence. And since the school is in the city center, 

apartments in any part of Stockholm City or at the fringes such as Solna and Bromma 

seem to be the closest form of residential facility in that regard. 

•  How close is the residence to the chancery? Even though Sweden, for that matter 

Stockholm is one of the cities in the world with the most efficient communication and 

transportation system, locations of residences for foreign diplomats, to and from the 

chancery is key. And again, culture comes to play. Proximity and easy accessibility, not 

to mention the traffic to and from the CBD during peak hours, in which case apartments 

in or close to the city center or the chancery could be considered instead of a house in the 

suburb of Stockholm. Danderyd, Taby and Sollentuna (part of the most preferred 

locations for DMs) are some of the suburbs in Greater Stockholm, which easily builds up 

traffic during peak periods. In this case, going by public transport becomes an efficient 

means, however, due to cultural differences on lifestyle, most foreign diplomats tend to 

go by their private means of road transport. 
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CHAPTER 5: STOCKHOLM OFFICE MARKET AND DMs’ SITUATION 

 

5.0 Stockholm Office Market 

This chapter focuses on the Stockholm Office Market but most importantly delves into 

the current situation of offices for diplomatic missions. In addition a brief overview on 

choice of location of chanceries for most DMs in Stockholm will be examined with 

primary focus on how developments in the host country plays an enabling role in choice 

of location. This is illustrated by the mapping out of all the chanceries for DMs 

represented in Stockholm, and thus how they are clustered according to various 

groupings based on how their countries are categorized geographically and/or socio-

economically. A general discussion on how these chanceries are distributed in the Region 

of Stockholm is presented. Further, reports providing insights on the various aspects and 

currents situation of the office market in Stockholm, by NEWSEC Property Outlook 

Spring 2015, JLL Nordic City Report Spring 2014, and DTZ Property Times Stockholm 

Offices Q1 2014, were thus adopted for the purpose of this study. 

 

5.1 Aspects Of The Office Market 

NEWSEC pointed out in their report that, the total office stock in Greater Stockholm is 

estimated at approximately 12.0 million m2, with the main office areas located in the 

municipalities of Stockholm, Solna, Sundbyberg, Nacka, Sollentuna, Järfälla, Danderyd 

and Upplands Väsby. Stockholm CBD is known to be the biggest and most attractive 

office area, with a total stock of about 1.9 million m2. Stockholm inner city excluding the 

CBD has a total office stock of about 4.3 million m2. However, many larger companies 

are relocating to new office space outside the inner city. Vacancies are thereby created by 

these moves have been, or are being, renovated as new offices or converted to alternative 

uses. 

 

5.1.1 Current Situation and General Trend Over The Years 

The limited supply in office stock (the low supply as well as low new developments) 

coupled with increasing demand is a typical depiction of Stockholm Office market, 
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resulting in rising rent. This has been the trend for the past two years, although rents were 

quite stable in 2013. (JLL, DTZ, NEWSEC) 

 

Consequently, the total vacancy rate in Stockholm was at its lowest in 2013 since 2001. 

During these periods demand has been strong, being more significant in the peripheral 

submarket of Stockholm, bearing on the vacancy rate, with a decrease of 2.3 percent as 

compared to the vacancy rate in the CBD with a drop of 0.3 percentage points. This 

development could be evidenced in the relocation of many larger companies to new 

office space outside the inner city as indicated in the report by NEWSEC. 

 

Diagram 1: Main Office Areas Located In The Municipalities Of Stockholm 

  

Source document: Nordic City Report Spring 2014 by Jones Lang LaSalle (JLL) 

 

5.1.2 Locations And Value of Office Space In Stockholm 

According to the report by NEWSEC, the subsequent years after the financial crisis, 

characterized by a strong upturn of the economy, saw rental growth in the office market 

of Stockholm CBD. Though weak in 2013, it developed momentum in 2014, where 

market rent for newly renovated and space-efficient properties in Stockholm CBD was at 
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SEK 4,650 per m2. This trend, also evidenced in the report by JLL, culminates from 

increasing take-up of new developments and modernized premises, coupled with limited 

supply of office space in the CBD, which is deemed to continue for a while until new 

developments and refurbishments reach the market. In a DTZ report, (Property Times 

Stockholm Offices Q1 2014), it estimates that the market rent will rise to SEK 4,850 per 

m2 during 2015 and go on rising to SEK 5,100 per m2 during 2016. 

 

As mentioned earlier, lately, there has been relocation of major companies from the CBD 

and inner city to the peripheral or adjacent suburb markets with the motive of having 

lower cost and space efficiency. Most of these active submarkets lie north of the city, 

which are mainly Kista, Solna and Sundbyberg. A stated in the report by NEWSEC, these 

areas are noted for their good communications both to the inner city and Arlanda airport, 

which is an important hub. Their heavy investments in developments, access to new 

production, modernized and adaptable large premises characterize these municipalities. 

From the report, this trend is expected to continue. Thus, the dynamics of changing 

business environment, mobility and a good working environment have become 

significant bearing on the trend and decision of most companies and organizations as they 

review their requirements for having a unified office.  

 

Another important aspect of the property sector is the impact on the general environment 

both to investors and tenants. Thus, the environmental certification of most future 

construction projects is becoming a prevalent. 

 

5.2 The Chancery - Office Space For DMs 

There are basic requirements for a building to qualify for a chancery. These may vary 

from country to country depending on the culture, socio-economical and/or political 

disposition of the sending state to the host or receiving country. In as much as the host 

country may provide standardized real estate facilities due to cultural factors that may 

affect local market practices, the sending state may require certain additions due to the 

afore-mentioned factors (culture, socio-economical and/or political disposition). In this 

case, there may arise the challenge of how the requirements of the sending state match 
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with the supply of real estate in the host country. Impliedly, how are these requirements 

met by the host country, and would that impact on the decision of the DM to rent or to 

own? 

 

 5.2.1 General Requirement For A Chancery 

As mentioned by most of the DMs in Stockholm, and from experience, a Chancery or 

Office of a DM should be located in a select or prominent business district, suitable area 

or suburb. Certain basic requirement ought to be met depending on the type of property, 

be it a freestanding building or office accommodation shared with other tenants. And 

given the type of property, more detailed requirements may be expected. In this regard, 

requirements for state-owned chanceries may differ to some extent from leased property, 

and again depending on the type of building (free-standing building or office 

accommodation shared with other tenants). 

 

It must be noted here that, most of the basic requirements have already been discussed 

under the requirements for an official residence, and hence this section would touch only 

on the major aspects that may be applicable to an office space/chancery for a DM. 

 

 5.2.1.1 Security 

One of the major factors considered for an embassy building is security. This key aspect 

of control makes an embassy a special-purpose property. (Andersson et al, 2011) Thus, 

the extent of security is relative based on a country’s security disposition to the host 

country and the outside world. In principle, the property must conform to the minimum-

security standards as defined by the sending state. And these may include among others, 

the building lending itself to security measures and improvements, main entrance free 

from congestion at all times. The host country also has an obligation to provide special 

protection to the embassies, which may imply that, there could be certain locations in the 

host country that are designated for DMs. A typical location of the sort could be found in 

Ostermalm, one of the four districts in Stockholm City. 
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 5.2.1.2 Location of Building 

Since the embassy is representing the sending state in another country, the office location 

needs to be close or easily accessible to officials and to the general public it serves, the 

diplomatic community and other governmental bodies of the host country, especially the 

Foreign Ministry Department. In cases where an official residence already exists, it is 

most advantageous if the chancery is situated conveniently as possible to the OR in terms 

of distance and travelling time.  

 

 5.2.1.3 Size and Type Of Building 

The size of the DM, which is normally determined by the number of foreign diplomatic 

staff and by the grading of the post of the Head of Mission, could also influence the 

decision to lease or own the chancery, as it impacts on the general operations of the 

mission. By size, the chancery could be classified as large missions, medium sized 

missions, and smaller missions and hence an OR could be Residence at large mission, 

Residence at medium sized mission, Residence at smaller mission. Whatever type or 

form of building the chancery may take, it should be adapted to suit the DM’s needs - 

thus the aspect of functionality of the building is essential. And that would determine if 

owned or leased property and/or a freestanding or shared office accommodation with 

other tenants would be most suitable. 

 

These are some key aspects of a chancery facility, however as mentioned earlier, there 

could be other detailed requirements of a chancery depending on the sending state’s 

standards. And these may vary from country to country though present in the same host 

country, which could influence the decision to own or lease the chancery facility, and 

also to acquire either a freestanding property or shared office accommodation with other 

tenants. 

 

5.2.3 Clustering / Distribution of DMs in Stockholm 

According to the diplomatic guide as could be found on the Government of Sweden 

website, there are currently 108 embassies in Stockholm, however 105 DMs resident in 

Stockholm were engaged in this study. In order to ascertain how they are distributed in 
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Stockholm, these DMs were further grouped based on how their countries are categorized 

geographically and/or socio-economically. The various maps therefore indicate how these 

DMs are clustered in the different locations of Stockholm. However, the data collated 

provided vaguely districts or municipalities of Stockholm with dense concentration of 

DMs, and limited to the chancery facilities. It must be noted that these maps only provide 

chancery locations based on the addresses of the offices of DMs as indicated on the 

Swedish Government website (The Stockholm Diplomatic List: 

http://www.government.se)  

For a much clearer image of the mappings, one may refer to the appendices. 

 

From the map as shown in the above, the chanceries of DMs are mainly located in 

Stockholm City Center (89 DMs) in the districts of Kungsholmen, Södermalm, 

Norrmalm and Östermalm. The rest can be found in Lidingo (10 DMs), Danderyd (2 

DMs), Sollentuna (1 DM), Solna (2 DMs), Taby (1 DM) and Alvsjo (1 DM - omitted in 

the survey). Of the 89 DMs in Stockholm City, the district of Östermalm hosts the largest 

number of 66 DMs. The district of Norrmalm hosts the second largest number of 16 

Map 1 

http://www.government.se/
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DMs, whiles the other two districts Kungsholmen and Södermalm host 4 and 3 DMs 

respectively.  

 

As the location in Stockholm with the highest number of DMs, Östermalm, a district in 

central Stockholm is known to be one of the prominent/ prestigious and wealthy areas, 

having the highest housing prices in Sweden. Apart from official buildings, the area also 

host museums and higher public educational institutions with the most popular ones as 

Stockholm Universities, and The Royal Institute Of Technology (KTH). The diplomatic 

area known in Sweden - Diplomatstaden is located in this district, with a dense 

concentration of diplomatic facilities, and thus home to many chanceries and 

ambassadorial residences. South of the easternmost part of Strandvagen in Östermalm is 

known for it’s exclusive residential area with a group of brick villas, where most of the 

buildings are from 1880-1930s, which also includes sumptuous apartments in 

Strandvägen, Narvavägen, Valhallavägen and Karlavägen. Prominent and many leading 

figures in industry, government and entertainment industry reside in this district. (Raoul 

F. Boström, 2008: http://www.stockholm.se; http://www.stockholmskallan.se) 

Map 2 

http://www.stockholm.se/
http://www.stockholmskallan.se/
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Map 2 exhibits the distribution of office buildings of African DMs in Stockholm. At a 

quick glance, most of these DMs are sparsely populated in a given location. The district 

of Östermalm hosts the highest number (10 DMs), followed by Lidingo municipality (4 

DMs). Stockholm districts of Norrmalm, Kungsholmen, Södermalm host 2, 2, and 1 DMs 

respectively. One DM each can also be found in Solna and in Taby municipalities. These 

are municipalities outside the city.  

 

 

Map 3 exhibits the clustering of all DMs from European countries established in 

Stockholm, Sweden. At a glance one could ascertain that they are densely populated in a 

particular area. Out of a total number of 42 European DMs, 31DMs, which are almost 74 

percent, can be found in Östermalm. These European DMs are further grouped into 

Nordic, Western and Other European DMs as shown in the subsequent three maps: map 

4, map 5 and map 6 respectively. 

 

Map 4, which shows only the Nordic DMs are mainly located in Stockholm city. Of the 

four DMs, three are located on Östermalm having two of them in Diplomatstaden. 

Map 3 
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Normalm also hosts one of the Nordic DMs.  

 

Map 5, which indicates DMs from Western European countries are mainly concentrated 

Map 4 
 

Map 5 
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in Stockholm city. Eight of the twelve DMs are located in Östermalm, two in Normalm 

and the other two in Sodermalm. 

Map 6 exhibits locations of other European countries. Out of the twenty-six DMs, only 

three DMs can be found outside Stockholm City, located mainly in Lidingo municipality. 

The majority (twenty DMs) can be located in Östermalm. Two DMs can be found in each 

of these districts: Normal and Sodermalm. One can ascertain that most European DMs 

are densely clustered or concentrated in a Stockholm city mainly in the district of 

Östermalm. 

 

Map 7 shows how DMs from the Americas are distributed in Stockholm and these are 

North America and Other American countries’ DMs. From the total number of 16 DMs 

from this geographical region, a total number of 12 DMs are located in the district of 

Östermalm and 3 DMs in the district of Normalm, which makes a total of 15 DMs 

located in Stockholm city. Only one DM is located in Lidingo, in the outskirt / periphery 

of the city. Map 8 and map 9 provides a separate outlook on the distribution of DMs from 

North America and Other American countries respectively. 

Map 6 
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Map 7 

Map 8 
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It can be noted in Map 10 that DMs from the Asian countries are quite spread over in 

Stockholm. Although the majority are located in the City of Stockholm (6 DMs in 

Map 10 

Map 9 
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Ostermalm, 3 DMs in Normalm, 2 DMs in Kungsholmen), there is one DM each in each 

of the following municipalities: Lidingo, Danderyd and Alvsjo.  

 

The last but not the least is Map 11, which shows the distribution of DMs from the 

Middle East countries. From the total number of 13 DMs from this region, 7 DMs and 2 

DMs are located in Stockholm City, in the districts of Ostermalm and Normalm 

respectively. The municipalities Lidingo, Sollentuna, Danderyd and Solna hosts one DM 

each. As mentioned in an earlier discussion, these municipalities are found outside the 

city, however places like Solna and Lidingo are just at the outskirts, quite close to the city 

center. Most of these locations host quite a number of diplomatic officials in respect of 

their residential facilities. 

 

 

In conclusion, of the 105 DMs under study, 89 DMs have their chanceries located in 

Stockholm City - in the districts of Ostermalm, Normalm, Kungsholmen and Sodermalm, 

where Ostermalm hosts 74 percent. The rest of the 16 DMs are scattered in other parts of 

Stockholm county, mainly in the municipalities of Lidingo, Solna, Danderyd, Sollentuna, 

and Taby. One other DMs is located in Alvsjo but was omitted in this study. 

Map 11 
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CHAPTER 6:  DATA COLLECTION AND RESULTS 
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Chart 4 indicates the 

various groupings of 

diplomatic missions in 

Stockholm, according to 

their geographical and/or 

socio-economical 

relations. These are a 

total of 105 resident 

diplomatic missions in 

Stockholm 

Chart 5: The response rate as 

per the various groupings 

could be identified with the 

blue blocks. There were no 

responses from Asia nor 

Middle East diplomatic 

Missions, established in 

Stockholm. This may be 

attributed to culture with 

regards to security disposition, 

and thus the confidentiality 

clause with diplomatic 

missions. This culminated to 

the low response rate as a 

whole - 12.38%. 

 

We could determine the impact of 

how long a DM has been in 

existence in Stockholm, in relation 

to how better they understand the 

local market dynamics and hence 

the influence on the decision to 

lease or own real estate. 

We shall establish a correlation 

between the length of their 

existence and the property type in 

term of ownership, and if there 

have been changes over the years 

in that regard. 
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From the data, more chancery facilities 

are leased than owned by DMs. From 

the data, 50% of the respondents who 

have been established in Sweden 

between 1-10 years lease their 

chancery. 

100% of respondents established 

between 20-30 years own their 

chancery facility. On the other hand, 

83% of the respondents who have been 

established for over 30 years, lease the 

chancery facility.  It will be interesting 

to know if that has always been the 

case with the latter. 

 

Relating Q1 to Q3, we could 

establish that, there have been 

changes over the years with 

ownership of the chancery 

facility amongst the 

respondents. This is quite 

significant with respondents 

established between 1-10 years 

and over 30 years. 

Results in Q6, Q7 and Q8 will 

be related to this response to 

determine if the change has been 

more towards leasing than to 

owning and vise versa. 

Obviously, more ORs are leased than 

owned from the survey.  The same 

concept for analyzing the chancery 

data as seen in Q2 and Q3 are applied 

in to the OR. From the data, 100% of 

respondents established between 1-

10years lease their OR. On the other 

hand, 33% of the respondents who 

have been established in Sweden 

between 20-30years lease their OR 

and the rest of 67% own, whiles 43% 

of the respondents who have been 

established for over 30 years lease the 

OR facility and 57 own the residential 

facility.  
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Again, the same principle is 

applied as in the case of the 

chancery in Q3. 

Relating Q1 and Q5, we could 

establish that, there have been 

changes over the years with 

ownership of the OR facility 

amongst the respondents. This is 

quite significant with respondents 

established for over 30 years. 

Results in Q6, Q7 and Q8 will be 

related to this response to 

determine if the change has been 

more towards leasing than to 

owning, and vice versa. 

 
 

It is assumed that 67.54% have not 

made any changes since the 

establishment of the mission, as the 

question did not apply to their 

situation. 

30.77% of respondents have made 

changes with both chancery and the 

official residence, whiles 7.69% 

changed only chancery. Which 

factors could cause the change? 

It is important to establish here that, 

currently, 31% of respondents lease 

both the chancery and OR facilities, 

whiles 23% own both the chancery 

and OR. 46% both lease and own the 

chancery and OR.  
 

With regards to Q6, we could establish 

here that, changes lean more toward 

owing real estate to leasing. 36.36% 

moved away from leasing to owning 

even though the current situation 

showed that the is more leasing than 

owning real estate facilities as seen in 

Q2 and Q4. This presupposes that in 

the conception stages of these 

missions, more facilities were leased. 

On the other hand, only 9.09% of the 

respondents moved from owning to 

leasing. As the data was scrutinized 

further, it was realized the latter 

(9.09%) falls under DMs established 

for over 30years. It will be interesting 

to also know that both office and 

residential facilities were changed from 

owning to leasing. 
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Given the responses in Q6 and Q7, the 

response in Q8 of missions 

contemplating to move away from 

leasing to owning real estate was 

expected. The reasons for the move 

are not yet established. However as 

commented by a respondent: “ Part of 

the reasons why we purchased the OR 

was due to the difficulties associated 

with renting in Stockholm”, one could 

assert that the local market conditions 

plays a vital role in the decision to 

lease or own real estate for DMs, 

which might be peculiar only to the 

housing market.  In this case it will be 

interesting to know how the changes 

looks with office facilities. 
 

From the responses, obviously cost 

plays an important role in the 

decision to lease or buy real estate 

(62.50 strongly agree). But to have 

12.5% disagreeing on this factor, 

further scrutiny was made on the data 

and there was a comment: “buying 

could be more cost effective”. This is 

a DM, which has just moved from 

owning both office and residential 

facilities to leasing. If the statement 

regarding cost holds, then what factor 

could override the cost factor, for a 

DM, which has been established in 

Sweden for more than 30years to 

make such a move?  

No one strongly disagreed on this 

factor, and again only 11.11% 

disagreed. There might be other 

factors that might be deemed 

more important and override this 

factor such as cost and 

functionality of the real estate 

facility, which were strongly 

agreed to by these respondents as 

important argument for leasing. 

Again, because of the effective 

communication system in 

Stockholm, this factor might not 

necessarily be as important some 

DMs like others due  to similar 

conditions in their countries. 
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From the chart, no one disagreed, 

that is, all respondents agree to the 

fact that the size of the real estate 

facility is very crucial in the decision 

to lease or own. 

 
 
 
 
 
Apart from the size, 

functionality of the real 

property is paramount to the 

lease versus buy decision. 

This is shown in the chart 

where most respondents 

55.56% strongly agree to this 

factor. 

 
Even though majority (25%plus 

37.50%) agreed to the fact that 

the duration of use of the real 

property is important for leasing, 

the 25% disagreement could be 

attributed to other factors 

considered to be more important 

in this case, and the most 

common, which scored highest is 

the functionality of the real asset. 

In such cases, it’s been found out 

that these respondents have been 

established in Sweden for over 

30years and hence might have 

understood the conditions of the 

local market. 
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Half of the respondents agree on 

this factor, which might imply that 

the size of operations does not 

really impact on the decision to 

lease or own real estate facility for 

DM.  

 
 
 
 
 
 

Having only 11.11% agreeing on 

this factor and almost 89% either 

not agreeing or having no opinion 

obviously makes diplomatic 

relations with host country not a 

potent argument for leasing. 

 
 
 
 
 

Respondents that disagreed to this 

factor have similar real estate market 

conditions as Sweden. In this case, 

this element is not deemed as 

important as other factors in the lease 

versus buy decision. These 

respondent have been established in 

Sweden for over 30, hence 

familiarity with the the local market 

could cause them to adapt. 
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More than 50% disagreed to this 

assertion. Further analysis on this 

data showed respondents have 

similar cultures as Sweden. Most 

African DMs however agree to this 

notion. 

 
 
 
 

More than half of respondents 

agree to legal implications being 

important to leasing real estate 

facilities. Further analysis showed 

that the 33.33% of respondents 

who disagree actually own both the 

chancery and OR, hence might not 

be a relevant factor in that regard. 

The affirmative response (77.78%) may imply 

that the government of the sending state of the 

DM might have a “housing” policy, which 

could serve as basic requirement and guideline 

in the acquisition of real properties for foreign 

diplomats in the respective host countries.  

Thus, decisions being centrally managed. 

However, the 22.22% of respondents not 

following the same strategy in other countries 

as in Sweden could be attributed to statements 

like: “… It depends on every country”.  
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CHAPTER 7: DATA ANALYSIS 

 

7.0 Strategic Determinant of LVB Decision  

The outcomes of the survey are assessed together with the theoretical views on the 

general factors impacting the lease versus buy decision of real estate. Again the 

perspective from which the LVB decision is approached may impact on the final 

outcome. On this note, and according to Brueggeman et al. (2006) and O’Mara (1999) 

and as cited by Barkham et al (2011), the strategic factors discussed, but from a corporate 

perspective, which significantly impact the LVB decision of real estate, serves as a 

framework, and is assessed with the responses from the questionnaire by DMs in 

Stockholm. And since real estate for DMs are of a public sector nature the analysis would 

therefore narrow down in that respect. 

 

7.1 The Characteristics Of The Required Real Estate 

In theory firms tend to own real asset where high levels of customization is required; 

where they have long term operations as in having long projected period of use of space; 

and where the size of the business operations is generally large in terms of assets or 

people occupying the facility. The reverse of these notions holds for leasing real estate 

for firms. From the standpoint of DMs, the characteristics of the required real estate could 

be identified in terms of the following: 

 

7.1.1 Functionality Of the Real Estate 

Logically, firms are more likely to own buildings that require high levels of 

customization relative to the generic value of the building. Put in another way, Anderson 

et al (2011) pointed to the fact that properties with no alternative use, or have limited 

alternative use or built for a specific use - special purpose properties, tend to be owned by 

the users and could be viewed as insurance against the risk of finding alternative use 

should these properties be leased and at some point being obliged to move out. Again, 

ownership of such properties provides protection against industrial espionage, from a 

corporate perspective. 
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In the context of DMs, the functionality of the real estate is a very crucial element in the 

decision process to lease or own the property. This is consistent with the responses on the 

questionnaire, where it scored the highest with regards to its impact as an important 

argument for leasing real estate for DMs. All respondents agreed to this assertion, where 

more than half strongly agree (refer Q12).  

 

Functionality in the context of DMs could be viewed in terms of strong degree of control 

with regards to security, where special features are required in and on the buildings, 

which are mainly the chancery and official residence.  Given the requirements for a 

chancery and the official residence for a DM, as mentioned in previous chapters, and 

again as a special-purpose property in that sense, should there be the lack of such 

requirements on the market, then DMs might want to own the real asset and modify to 

meet required standards, since there could be limitations for leased properties. As 

expressed by Lind et al (2010), ownership of such real property makes it easy to 

implement changes, while with leased facilities, the tenant is required to negotiate with 

landlords to agree changes and in most situations the tenant might have a weak 

bargaining position. 

 

Again, this notion was revealed in the responses from the questionnaire, where majority 

of the respondents who once leased their chancery and/or official residence moved away 

to owning these facilities (refer Q7). Further, when respondents were asked if they were 

contemplating on or making plans to change the type of real estate facility, there was no 

response to moving away from owning to leasing. Even though the majority responded 

“not applicable” (could stem from the confidentiality clause of not disclosing future plan 

of DMs), at least the 18.18% “yes” response to move away from leasing to owning, 

indicates that DMs prefer to own but for other reasons are unable to secure ownership 

(refer Q8).  

 

 7.1.2  Longevity Of Operations 

As by the definition of a DM, there is the element of indefinite establishment and 

operations in the host country, based on the bilateral relations. In theory this should 
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impact strongly to own real estate for long-term operations. From the survey (refer Q1 to 

Q8 and Q13), it can be noticed that 50% of DMs in operation between 1-10 years mostly 

lease the chancery and 100% lease the official residence. However most of these DMs 

have indicated to move away from leasing to owning as seen in Q8. On the other hand, 

100% of DMs established between 20-30 years own the chancery; whiles 67% own the 

official residence. The result is consistent to some extent with the theoretical view, but 

the significance is weak in that there is an interesting twist to this notion. And that is 

reflected in the case of DMs established for over 30years, where 83% lease the chancery 

facility and 43% lease the official residence. The contradiction is clearly seen with one 

respondent in this group, who recently moved from owning to leasing of both the 

chancery and official residence, nonetheless made the statement that “buying could be 

more cost effective”. One could imply in this case that, indeed apart from cost there could 

be a much more stronger motive or strategic determinant to lease real estate for DMs, 

even when they have been long in operations in the host country, making this factor weak 

in terms of significance in the decision process. 

 

 7.1.3 Size Of Operations 

Business operation may be regarded in terms of assets or people occupying the standard 

building, and the assertion is that leasing would be preferable when the space 

requirements of a firm are far less than the optimal development size and building scale 

for a chosen site, (Barkham et al (2011). From the survey, 50% of respondents agreed to 

this factor, whiles 25% disagreed. This result is slightly consistent with the hypothesis. 

The disagreement could stem from the fact that other factors were more significant in the 

decision process to lease or own the real asset; meaning significance of this factor is 

weak for DMs. 

 

7.1.4 The Size Of the Real Estate 

Barkham’s definition for size of operation could also connote the size of the real estate, 

as taken in the context of DMs. The reflection from the survey indicates that this factor is 

very significant in the decision to lease or own real facilities for DMs in Stockholm. 

There was 100% response in the affirmative, where 75% agree and 25% strongly agree, 
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making this factor the second to “functionality of the facility” in terms of score and 

importance. An aspect of the functionality of the real estate could also be attributed to the 

size.  

The results of the survey confirms a general observations made among the diplomatic 

society, where the required size of the real asset have posed great challenges to most 

DMs regarding finding suitable housing especially residential facility for the head of 

mission (OR) due to conformity to the required standards, as per governmental / 

departmental policy of the sending state. This could also be argued from the comment 

made by one of the respondents: “part of the reasons why we purchased the official 

residence was due to the difficulties associated with renting in Stockholm”, which also 

confirms another comment “it is always a struggle to find apartments within our rental 

norm”, even though the decision to buy may however culminate from other factors apart 

from the required size of the real estate. As mentioned in earlier discussions, size and 

location seem to be the most important factors determining availability and of course the 

rental cost of real estate for DMs in Stockholm. Thus the space required for a chancery 

and/or official residence reflects not only the number of units available, but also the 

areas, the types of facility (apartment/house), and of course the rent.  

 

7.1.5 Cultural Factors 

In is worth pointing out that the required size of the property has a cultural connotation in 

that again from experience, it has been observed that one challenging aspects of real 

estate for DMs is their expectations in the provision of host country housing equivalent to 

the home country size and standard. This is often impossible and in many cases not 

financially viable to meeting such expectations and hence managing such expectations 

cannot be taken for granted. For instance, properties in some African countries or in 

North America may be much larger than those here in Stockholm, even though they may 

have the same number of bedrooms. Likewise as per the culture, an individual may be 

used to living in a house at home, but may need to adapt to living in an apartment in 

Stockholm, where houses of required standards are scarce and pricy, not to mention the 

household size distribution in Stockholm, which impacts on the sizes of dwellings, and 

the most common in this respect are single households. The hypothesis was that cultural 
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practice is an important argument for leasing. The survey showed 55% disagree to the 

notion and hence the result is inconsistent with this assertion However, upon further 

analysis of the response data, it was realized that most of these respondents have similar 

cultural factors that affect local market practices in terms of housing in Sweden, while 

most respondents who agree are African DMs. 

 

7.1.6 Location of The Real Estate 

Stipulated standards by the government of the sending state ought to be observed with 

regards to the acquisition of real estate for foreign DMs, especially for chancery and 

official residence. As part of these requirement is the location of the real property, and 

this may impact on the decision to lease or buy as it hinges on available units as per 

location and other factors such as the size and functionality of the property, and of course 

the price/rent. The basic aspects of location as mentioned in earlier chapters for chancery 

and official residence include prominence, security, type of facility, proximity in terms of 

distance and travel time, from/to official residence and chancery, and also to diplomatic 

community. In addition to the chancery facility, there should be accessibility to officials 

and members of the public.  

 

In this vein, 78% agreed to the notion that location is an important argument for leasing, 

which makes this factor quite significant in the decision process. The 11% of respondents 

who disagree might consider other factors more significant, which could be attributed to 

the local market condition. And hence the lack of available required standards for the real 

property could lead to a compromise on the location.  

Recent market analysis and the mapping of the chancery facilities of the DMs in 

Stockholm have indicated that most DMs in recent times have spread and may be found 

in virtually any part of the city, unlike in the past where most chancery facilities could be 

located in the city center, like Ostermalm, especially in Standvagen. As pointed out 

earlier, the available units of large apartments are very scarce and pricy in such areas 

causing many to move outside the CBD. As disclosed by a foreign diplomatic official in 

Stochkolm, it is hard to find suitable (in terms of size, functionality) properties for 

“reasonable” prices in those attractive areas in Stockholm such as central Stockholm. 
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7.2 The Characteristics Of The Company 

In theory, the characteristics of the company can significantly impact the LVB decision. 

This was assessed in terms of the maturity of the company, and the size of the company. 

The notion here is that “growing companies with fast changing business and space 

requirements, as well as unpredictable market conditions, will tend to lease their 

properties until the internal and external conditions of the businesses stabilize”. (Barkham 

et al, 2011). On this premise, the response from survey is quite consistent with this notion 

where 50% of DMs in operation between 1-10 years mostly lease the chancery and 100% 

lease the official residence (refer Q1 to Q8 and Q13). And the indication of them wanting 

to move away from leasing to owning as seen in Q8, could imply that, they have adapted 

and understood the dynamic of the Stockholm real estate market for their operations. On 

the other hand, 100% of DMs established between 20-30 years own the chancery; whiles 

67% own the official residence.  A contradiction to this notion and as mentioned in an 

earlier discussion, were DMs established for over 30years, where 83% lease the chancery 

facility and 43% lease the official residence. As mention before, the decision could be 

attributed to other stronger motives other than how long the DM has been established in 

Stockholm, Sweden. This may also imply that this factor is less significant in the decision 

process to lease or own real estate for DMs. 

 

The aspect of company size in theory is connected to the risk bearing capacity, where 

large companies might be more prone to owning rather than leasing. It is difficult to 

interpret the results from the survey with regards to this hypothesis, since there was no 

indication to that effect.  As mentioned in a previous chapter, the size of a mission is 

determined by the number of foreign diplomatic officials and by the grading of the post 

of the head of mission. Thus, there are large, medium sized and small mission, where 

small missions may tend to lease their chancery and/or official residence for flexibility in 

case more or less space is required in the future. Since DMs were not asked which of the 

size classifications they fall, the limitation in the data prevent us from continuing in this 

line of analysis. It should be noted however that, since real estate for DMs are public 

sector properties the risk bearing effect might not be as significant as in the case of 

corporate real estate. 
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7.3 Financial Implications 

The financial position of the company can affect the LVB decision. Since real estate for 

DMs is a public sector property, the financial position of the government of the sending 

state will impact on the LVB decision. The assumption here is that cost is an important 

argument for leasing, and the result is consistent with assumption, in that the survey 

reflects 88% in agreement, whiles 12.5% disagree but commented that “buying could be 

more cost effective. The latter response may imply that financial factors alone are not key 

when it comes to LVB decision for DMs. And this argument can also be confirmed with 

the higher percentage of DMs who lease than own their real assets, most of them being 

DMs established for over 30years in Stockholm (refer Q2 & Q4). 

 

7.4 Local Market Conditions 

Irrespective of the impact of the other factors to lease or buy real property, the demand 

and supply dynamics in the local markets as well as cultural factors that affect local 

market practices can dictate the outcome of the actual decision. The survey showed that 

condition of the local real estate market is an important argument for leasing. The result 

is consistent with this notion, where 78% agree making it a significant factor for the LVB 

decision.  However, having 11% disagree strongly and 11% with no opinion warranted a 

further investigation in the response data, where it as found out that, such respondents 

have similar cultural factors that affect local market practices as in Sweden and have been 

established for over 30 years in Sweden, which could cause them to understand better and 

adapt to the market dynamics, making this factor less significant in their real estate 

acquisition process. 

  

7.5 Other Factors 

Other aspects in line with the basic arguments for leasing or buying real estate for DMs in 

Stockholm were identified during informal discussions with some members of the 

diplomatic community. And these include:  
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7.5.1 Legal Implications 

From the discussions on the housing situations for DMs in Stockholm, it was discovered 

that, apart from the official residences, almost all residences for foreign diplomatic 

officials are rented. And due to the recent changes in the Swedish rental laws, which has 

had great impact on prices and available units, in terms of suitable housing for DMs, 

most foreign diplomats tend to change interest in the type of housing, as in living in a 

house or an apartment, and the terms of tenure, where some embassies do keep 

residences, which are passed on from one diplomatic official to the other. The hypothesis 

was that legal implication is an important argument for leasing. The result is consistent 

with the hypothesis, though not as strong as other aforementioned factors. Further 

analysis showed that 33.33% of respondents who disagree to this notion actually own 

both the chancery and official residence, hence this factor being insignificant to them. 

 

7.5.2 Bi-Lateral Relations 

One cannot take for granted the political aspect of DMs, where for political/economic 

reasons in the host country, a government may decide on the type of real asset to acquire 

for the operations of its DMs in a host country. For instance, in places where there are 

political unrest, this could cause a government of the sending state to lease real estate for 

their operation for the sake of flexibility when required to evacuate their staff or close 

down the mission. Again, with economic downturn, government of foreign DMs could 

reduce some of the diplomatic posts/size and what have you. In this sense, leasing 

becomes a more viable option to allow for such changes. It is upon this note that the 

hypothesis was formulated in that diplomatic relations with the host country is an 

important argument for leasing. The results are inconsistent to the hypothesis. Only 11% 

agree to this notion making this factor insignificant in the decision process to lease or 

own real asset for DMs in Stockholm, Sweden. This could be attributed to the political 

and economic environment or status of Sweden, which is rated as one of the most secure 

and economically stable countries in the world unlike in certain parts of the world. It is 

believed that, should this hypothesis be applied to other countries such as Syria today, the 

result might be different. 
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7.5.3 Institutional Factor 

Both local and world events on security and economic issues could cause the government of 

a sending state of a foreign DM to just make a decision on the type of real estate to acquire in 

a host country, irrespective of the host country’s local market conditions. Incidentally, the 

financial crisis of 2007–08, considered by many economists to have been the worst financial 

crisis since the Great Depression of the 1930s, saw a lot of government taking austerity 

measures in order to survive the effects. In many areas, the housing market also suffered, 

resulting in evictions, foreclosures and prolonged unemployment. The crisis played a 

significant role and among others is the downturn in economic activity leading to the 2008–

2012 global recession and contributing to the European sovereign-debt crisis. In such 

situations given the financial position of the government of a foreign DM, changes to 

governmental policies could result in implementing rules that might not be consistent with 

any of the factors as raised in previous discussions. And that was evident in the response of 

one of the respondents, who moved away from owning to leasing of both chancery and 

official residence, however commented that it was more cost efficient to own than to lease. 

 

7.6  Strategy In Other Host Countries 

Given the wide array of concerns, and from the questionnaire, government of DMs tend to 

apply the same consistent approach in all locations of host countries, yet taking into account 

local issues such as security. This notion was reflected in the results, where 78% of 

respondents responded yes when asked if they follow the same strategy with regards to the 

LVB decision of real estate in other host countries as they do in Sweden (refer Q19). The 

22% of the respondents to the contrary indicated that these decisions are handled on case-by-

case basis that is, depending on the host country, as conditions may differ. Achieving 

consistency in the decision process may require the sending state to establish real estate 

policy, and of course, when establishing real estate policy, it is also important to review them 

regularly to ensure they are still reflective of market conditions. And these policies may also 

have financial connotations to achieve consistency in that regard. Through informal 

discussions, some diplomatic officials have confirmed that it is useful to have some sort of 

budget requirement or rental norms, which links to housing policy. However, review is 

required frequently to keep up with the fast changing market, especially for prime housing or 

office markets in Stockholm, Sweden. 
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CHAPTER 8: CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

 

8.0 Conclusions 

From a financing context, real estate for DMs are considered as pubic sector properties, 

since the government of the sending state bears the financial responsibility. 

Consequently, the decision point for the acquisition of real estate for foreign diplomats is 

centered on governmental policies. On this premise and to a large extent, the final 

decision to lease or buy an office facility and/or housing for the Head of Mission of a 

diplomatic mission will come from the government of the sending State. However, in 

order to make informed decisions and for equitable outcomes, inputs and 

recommendations from the foreign DM or from the office of the Ambassador in the 

receiving state or host country, is thus required and very important. 

  

Incidentally, there could arise conflicts with these recommendations and governmental 

policy, where the latter may serve as guiding principle in the acquisition of real estate for 

the operations of the foreign DM in the host country. For instance the DM may want to 

provide a budget that is commensurate with typical rents paid for housing in a particular 

location suitable for diplomatic staff in the host country, whereas the departmental policy 

may just provide budget limits on housing for diplomatic staff, so as to find “suitable” 

housing with the limited funds available irrespective of the local conditions at play. 

 

In order to curtail these conflicts and thus find a balance for real estate requirements for a 

DM, which could be a complex task for any government of the sending state, there is the 

need to understand the decision process and the strategic factors at play for a reasonable 

outcome. That said, the lease versus buy decision of real estate for DMs, cannot be the 

sole responsibility of the government or the department responsible for foreign diplomats 

of a sending state. Diplomatic officials on the ground, that is, the embassy in the host 

country must equally have the knowledge and expertise to determine and recommend to 

the headquarters what is feasible and cost efficient given the local market condition, cum 

the department’s requirements. And the outcomes may differ from host country to host 

country. 
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The approach and issues identified in the decision process to lease or buy real estate for 

DMs is evaluated from a theoretical point and the results from the survey conducted with 

resident diplomatic missions in Stockholm, and also bearing on the analysis is the 

experience of the author. 

 

Before delving into the main issues in the decision process to lease or buy real estate for 

DM, it is worth pointing out again what type of real estate for DMs are. In theory as per 

the definition by Andersson et al (2011), these are general properties but function as 

special purpose. In other words, they are general properties for specific functions, thus 

could be transformed into special-purpose properties, owing to their use and function 

until they are replaced with other activities/uses. In this case focus was placed on the 

office - chancery and residential facilities for DMs, for that matter the residence of the 

head of mission, which is the official residence. 

 

DMs ought to be in the capital - governing seat, of the host country, for that matter 

Stockholm in Sweden. Deciding on which Stockholm municipality or Stockholm City 

districts that are suitable, taking commuting distance, traffic congestion and public 

transport into account, and which areas and properties fit with the diplomatic image can 

be an arduous task. And costs required in leasing or owning a property of suitable size 

and location is key in the decision process. However results have shown that the 

functionality of the real estate outweighs the cost element in the decision process, as it 

boils down to availability of such properties, as per requirements from the government of 

the sending state. Security, which is an aspect of the functionality of the real asset is one 

paramount concern featuring as decision is taken on housing for diplomatic staff of an 

embassy, most especially the OR and chancery. As such, it may well be that an OR might 

not meet all the required standards set by the sending states, for instance with limited 

entertainment area, but because it is the only property available within the compounds 

that is deemed suitable for security and location. This could inevitably cost the state more 

than was originally budgeted for. 
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In a nutshell, this paper presents a general view on the real estate situation for diplomatic 

missions in Stockholm, Sweden, identifying their requirements and the challenges 

encountered in the process to meeting these requirements given the host country’s real 

estate market conditions. The study also provides insight on the lease versus buy decision 

of real estate for DMs, providing empirical evidence on the factors that affect the 

decision process, and hence the significance of these factors on the outcome of their 

decision. 

 

In the decision to lease or buy real estate for DMs in Stockholm, the results have shown 

that other factors outweigh the financial factor, which has been the framework in the 

decision process, especially from the other perspectives, that is, for corporate real estate 

and residential properties for the private household or individual. Even though the 

financial factor was quite significant for DMs in this respect, factors like functionality in 

the aspects of security, size of the real estate and location are more significant in the 

decision process for DMs. The demand and supply dynamics in the local markets, which 

can dictate the outcome of the actual decision has been demonstrated as also being 

significant in the LVB decision for DMs, but not as strong as the former factors 

aforementioned. 

 

On the other hand, factors such as bi-lateral relations / institutional factor and cultural 

factors that affect local market practices, which can dictate the outcome of the actual 

decision to lease or buy real estate for DMs in Stockholm were rather insignificant in the 

decision process. 

 

The general outcome is that, given the factors as mentioned in the above, and the 

financial disposition of the sending state, most foreign DMs (from the respondents and 

based on the general observations from experience) would prefer to own the chancery 

and/or official residence for their operations in Stockholm, Sweden. However, from the 

results, only 23% actually own both the chancery and official residence, and 46% lease 

and own either one of the properties for their operation. It must however be noted that, 

there could be limitations on the statistical generalizability of results due to the small 
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number of embassies involved in the study. Hence the outcome might not necessarily 

represent the general opinion of the diplomatic community here in Stockholm Sweden. 

 

8.1 Recommendations For Further Studies 

Since this paper is the first attempt to examine the lease versus buy decision of real estate 

for DMs, other aspects on this subject are now open for further studies. One interesting 

area we could look at is finding more empirical evidence in the various approaches or 

perspectives from which the LVB decision is taken based on the two types of properties 

for DMs, that is, the chancery and residential facilities for officials. 

 

This study approached the lease versus buy decision from a public sector perspective 

however, using a framework for corporate real estate. In this case as a way of 

recommendation based on theoretic analysis, residential facilities for foreign DMs could 

be examined from a private household sector perspective while the chancery is assessed 

from a corporate sector perspective, though the properties in question are of the public 

sector in nature. This in a way could provide the public sector a more strategic approach 

to a judicious and more efficient management of their properties, and for that matter real 

estates for their foreign DMs. Apart from financial framework used in most cases, the 

different approach used with the residential and office properties for DMs may result in 

different strategic determinants in the LVB decision of real estate, and thus the impact of 

their significance. It will be interesting to find out if the outcomes are the same for the 

residential and chancery facilities in term of their decision to lease of own these facilities. 

 

Likewise, more empirical evidence could be provided with regards to the type of DMs in 

terms of their sizes as per the definition or in the context of their sending state. There are 

large, medium sized and small missions. And how is the trend in Sweden, if there are 

more of smaller DMs in Stockholm as compared to DMs in other host cities such as 

London, Paris, Rome, by the same sending state. The impact of the type of mission in 

terms of size could be examined with regards to the decision to lease or buy real estate 

for DMs in their operations in Sweden. For instance, small missions may tend to lease 

their chancery and/or official residence for flexibility in case more or less space is 
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required in the future. And if the notion holds, would that explain why more properties 

for DMs are leased than owned in Stockholm, Sweden? 

 

For generalization of outcomes, a broader spectrum of respondents for the study would be 

required, and possibly with a number of case studies based on groupings in terms of 

geographical location of these countries for representation. Hence a more strategic 

approach to capture the required scope need to be adopted. 
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Other sites: Sources For Secondary Data 
 

Bostadsförmedlingen (Housing Service in Stockholm AB): https://bostad.stockholm.se 

 

City Of Stockholm (Stockholms Stad): http://international.stockholm.se 

 

DTZ (property services Firm) www.dtz.com/Sweden 

 

Hyresgastföreningen -The Swedish Union of Tenants: http://www.hyresgastforeningen.se 

 

Jones Lang LaSalle (Commercial real estate services and investment management) 

www.us.jll.com 

 

Mäklarsamfundet: http://www.maklarsamfundet.se 

 

NEWSEC: http://www.newsec.com 

Newsec – The Full Service Property House 

 

Residenceportalen: http://www.residensportalen.com 

 

Statistics Sweden (SCB): http://www.scb.se 

 

Svensk Mäklarstatistik (Association of Swedish Real Estate Agents): 

http://www.maklarstatistik.se  

 

The Stockholm Diplomatic List: http://www.government.se 

 

The Diplomatic Guide: http://www.government.se/government-of-sweden/ministry-for-

foreign-affairs/diplomatic-portal/diplomatic-guide/ 

 

Wikipedia, “Diplomatic mission” http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Diplomatic_mission 
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